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This study provided an initial investigation into the use of repurposed content-rich

entertainment videos (versus traditional educational videos) presented in either an active

or passive educational setting.  Eight classes of seventh grade general science students

(n=361) were randomly assigned to one of four video treatment groups: 1) repurposed

content-rich entertainment video in a passive setting, 2) repurposed content-rich

entertainment video in an active setting, 3) traditional educational video in a passive

setting, and 4) traditional educational video in an active setting.

The subject matter of the videos focused on basic chemistry, scientific method,

and the nature of life. The repurposed content-rich entertainment groups watched a

StarTrek the Next Generation episode, and the traditional educational video groups

watched videos from NASA and the Understanding Science Corporation.

Students completed a knowledge-based pretest and an initial attitude survey prior

to the treatment. During the treatment, all participants watched the videos, discussed the

science content, and answered directed questions. Active setting groups discussed and

answered questions during the video, while the passive setting groups discussed and

answered questions after the video. The treatment period lasted approximately 135

minutes.

Immediately following treatment, participants received a knowledge-based

posttest and an attitude survey.  Three weeks after treatment, retention tests and follow-



x

up surveys were administered.  Test and survey data were analyzed using single factor

and repeated measures ANOVA followed by post hoc tests.

Significant gains (p < 0.05) in test scores were found for repurposed content-rich

entertainment video over traditional educational video groups.  No significant differences

were found in test scores between the active and passive setting groups.  When the

variables were combined, additional effects were noted.  Specifically, significant

differences were noted over time with the passive educational group performing lower

than the passive repurposed group on mean test scores.

No significant differences were noted for attitude change toward science in

comparing repurposed content-rich entertainment video group and traditional educational

video group. A significant difference was found in how the subjects’ attitudes changed

for the active (increasing then decreasing) versus the passive watching groups

(decreasing then increasing).

The results of the study indicate that the use of content-rich entertainment video

may provide an effective alternative for science education.

Abstract Approved: ___________________________________________
Major Professor: Ann Barron, Ed.D.
Associate Professor, Department of Secondary Education

Date Approved: _____________________________
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Scientific literacy is considered essential in a technological society.  Almost

everyone needs an increasing amount of science knowledge to understand the rapid

changes in developing science and technology fields.  Science is a vehicle for

comprehension, but to use it one needs to understand the foundations of science including

basic concepts and facts.  As the United States moves to an increased dependence on

technology (the application of science), there will be an increase in decisions made at all

levels involving scientific information and consequences.  Everyone should have an

understanding of science to participate as informed citizens in the post industrial society

(National Science Foundation, 1983). At the start of his second term in office, President

Clinton (1997) called for states to meet high standards of excellence for their students in

math and science achievement.  Concern about the level of scientific literacy is more

critical than ever before because the potential impact of that knowledge is greater than

before.  Science and technology reshape every part of contemporary life.  Science can

provide humanity with the knowledge needed to develop solutions to its problems

(Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990).  To help meet these ends, methods should be developed

for science classrooms that will improve the ability of students to master the scientific

process.
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Need

In her meta-analysis of the use of visual media as an educative tool, Schermer

(1988) developed the point that more studies are needed to determine the effect of

different instructional designs and strategies on retention, and that further exploration is

needed regarding alternate media formats and teaching elements.  This viewpoint is

shared by the Learning Technology Center, which suggests that more studies need to be

conducted on video technology and its application in the classroom.  The center proposes

that research is needed in the area regarding teacher interaction with students during

presentations, where instructors are more active in calling attention to relationships

between film sequences and science content (Sherwood, et al., 1987).

More research is needed also in specific areas and grade levels. Very few

investigations concerning applications of repurposed entertainment video have occurred

in the areas of science or for middle school students.  Most of the previous studies in the

area of science have concentrated only on the partial application of repurposed film and

video or video vignettes, leading to the need for research concerning the use of

repurposed whole videos.  Some previous studies, such as the Square One TV study

(Chen, et al., 1988), have noted that more research is needed focusing on pedagogical

style effects, such as teacher interaction with the class during the viewing of the

repurposed video.  During the study concerning repurposing Square One TV, the

researchers noted that there seemed to be a great difference in classes that had teachers

employing a more active pedagogical style while using their videos and that more

research needs to be done in this area.
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As new presentation technologies are developed and become widely available,

studies need to assess their implementation and effectiveness for providing instruction.

As technology changes, research needs to adapt to include the new technologies both as

teaching and research tools.

Problem

This study was designed as a preliminary investigation of the problem of whether

the use of repurposed science content-rich feature films (videos), in an active or passive

educational situation, can improve the retention of science knowledge and attitude in

middle school children.  To find if the repurposed entertainment videos make a

statistically significant difference, pre-, post-, and retention-test scores of students who

received instruction with repurposed entertainment video were compared to students who

received instruction with traditional educational videos.  In addition, the video treatments

of this study were administered with two levels of watching: active and passive.  For this

initial study, passive watching was defined as when students watched a linear

presentation of the video, and active watching was defined as when students were

expected to respond in some way while watching the video (notes, directed questions,

discussion, etc.).  This study endeavors to begin answering the following question: Does

active instruction using repurposed content-rich entertainment videos in science classes

contribute to a significant increase in performance, retention and attitude, as compared to

passive presentation using traditional educational videos?
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Hypothesis

For middle school students in science:

1. Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video will achieve

significantly higher scores in posttests and retention tests than those receiving

instruction using educational video.

2. Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will achieve

significantly higher scores in posttests and retention tests than those receiving

instruction with passive watching.

3. Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video will have a

better attitude, as measured by an attitude survey, toward science than those

receiving instruction using educational video.

4. Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will have a better

attitude, as measured by an attitude survey, toward science than those receiving

instruction with passive watching.

Assumptions and Limitations

The following assumptions were made in regard to this study

1. All students answered the student instruments honestly.

2. All students answered the attitude scale questions honestly.

3. All instructors followed the stated objectives.
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The study has the following limitations:

1. This study is limited to middle school students enrolled in 7th grade at local public

schools in the southeastern United States.  The generalizability to other regions or

countries is unknown.

2. The achievement and attitude effects of the study were based on the content

presented with the Home Soil video episode of StarTrek the Next Generation and

the NASA educational video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life.

The results of this study may not be indicative of alternative videos or content.

3. Achievement gains were measured by a multiple-choice and free-response test

instrument.  The extent to which the findings of this study will generalize to other

measures is unknown.

4. Random assignment of classes was limited to the two schools and the teachers of

the specified grade level who participated.

Organization

Chapter One introduces the study and outlines the need for alternative methods of

presenting science education, specifically the method of using repurposed content-rich

entertainment videos for science instruction.  Chapter Two presents a review of the

literature on (a) Multimedia, (b) Instructional Theory, (c) Active and Passive Learning,

(d) Instructional Technology and Instructional Design, (e) Repurposing, and (f)

Application to Science Instruction.  Chapter Three describes the methods that were used

to collect and analyze data.  Chapter Four provides the results of the analysis of the data.

The final chapter, Chapter Five, presents a summary of the study, a statement and

discussion of the finding and recommendations for future research.
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Definitions

Achievement. A measurable increase in test scores on subject matter.  Achievement will

be objectively measured using a pencil and paper test of science content.

Active learning.  A situation where students have some form of participation while

learning; such as reading, writing, and discussion.

Attitude. The student’s personal feeling toward science class.  Attitude will be assessed

with a paper and pencil protocol using a Likert scale.

Educational Video. A video which was produced exclusively for educational purposes.

Entertainment Video. A video which was originally produced for entertainment purposes.

Instructional design.  The process of specifying and producing particular environmental

situations which cause the learner to interact in such a way that a change occurs in

his or her attitude and/or knowledge.

Middle school.  A school encompassing grades six to eight.

Multimedia. Audio-visual material, including videotape and videodisc.

Passive learning.  A situation where students observe and listen but do not interact with

the media, instructor or each other.

Repurposing.  To change the intended use of a videotape, in this case to change from a

solely entertainment purpose to one applicable for education.

Science class. A general science class covering all major areas of science study.

Videodisc.  A strong durable medium for storage and display of audiovisual material,

which is read optically with a laser.
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Videotape. A storage and display medium where the material is stored on a tape and is

read magnetically.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

 Studies involving the use of multimedia are common. Today’s schools involve

technology in a wide variety of applications.  Teacher and student use of multimedia,

calculators, videodiscs, and computers has changed the way science is taught and learned.

New models of instruction that encourage the use of technology and different learning

styles have been developed to use these new tools (Adams, 1994).  Many researchers are

focusing on methods of instruction.  A method that has been found to be effective in

teaching is to shift from a lecture format to one of active learning.  Since this study

focuses on the educational value of repurposing video from an entertainment production

to one of active education, the literature included concerns itself with visual based

material, anchored instruction, active learning and other studies that have used

repurposed films and videos.

 In her meta-analysis of the use of visual media as an educative tool, Schermer

(1988) develops the point that more studies are needed to determine the effect of different

instructional designs and strategies on retention, and that further exploration is needed

into alternate production formats and elements.  This is similar to the statements in

Chen’s study on repurposing educational television that more studies are needed to

determine the effect of pedagogical style in activities (Chen, et al., 1988) and Adams’
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(1994) proposal that new teaching strategies and curriculum models are needed to

improve science teaching.

The literature reviewed in this chapter has been divided into seven sections:

Multimedia, Instructional Theory, Active and Passive Learning, Instructional Design,

Repurposing, Application to Science Instruction and concluding remarks.

Multimedia

The amount of work that has been done on the use of multimedia is too wide

ranging to be included in this study.  Instead, for this work, the focus is on studies that

concentrated on the use of visual media, usually in a video-based format.

Visual media are extremely effective in education, and their proponents claim that

they have great potential for further affecting learning.  Many consider that visual media

(including audiovisual) hold the greatest hope for the future of education. Bonwell and

Eison (1991) thought that no other teaching method could hold more promise for

revolutionizing classroom instruction.  Regarding the use of multimedia including visual

based media Barron and Orwig (1993) discussed reports that the use of multisensory

delivery methods are more appropriate than single sense methods as some learners learn

better under specific modalities. Since the use of multimedia provides instruction that is

delivered to the student through numerous sensory channels, it allows for students of

various learning styles to benefit (Barron & Orwig, 1993).

In today’s schools, most teachers and students have access to VCRs and TV

broadcasts, so the use of visual media not a hardship (US Office of Technology

Assessment, 1988).  Teachers can also save time for more intensive viewing and

discussion in the classroom by assigning an entire motion picture or documentary for
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viewing outside of the class, as most students today also have access to VCRs and TV

broadcasts at home.  The VCR and its predecessor, the movie projector (16 mm), create a

number of attractive possibilities for active learning.  Cameron (1986) also supports this

viewpoint by suggesting that education should be provided with a multi-disciplinary

approach including the use of videos.  Today a staggering array of feature films,

documentaries, and presentations designed specifically for the classroom is available on

film and videocassette (Meyers, 1993).

 In Johnson’s 1987 study of at-risk preschoolers and story comprehension, he

found that students presented with story information on video learned more than text only

students (Bransford, et al., 1986).  Johnson read the beginning of a simplified version of

Swiss Family Robinson to one group and showed the other group a 12 minute video

section from the movie that covered the same section.  His finding from the experiment

showed that both groups did learn from the story, but that the video groups were scoring

approximately twice as well as the text groups in the areas of story retelling and story

comprehension.  Johnson’s findings were very similar to an earlier study performed by

Meringoff (1980) which found that children who watched a video could remember more

story actions than those who had just read the text of the same story.  Meringoff’s study

compared children aged six to ten to see how much they remembered from an African

folktale when it was presented on video or read in story form.  Meringoff’s results

indicate children who watched a video remembered more of the story actions and relied

more on the visual content.  It further showed that children who read the story or had it

read to them recalled more story vocabulary, and based their inferences on general

knowledge and personal experience.
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 When considering how much class time a teacher should devote to the use of

video, Verhagen (1994) found in a study that different audio-visual formats and segment

length may appear feasible as long as learners start their tasks with realistic expectations

of the characteristics in relation to the material.  Verhagen also noted that the students

need to be motivated to tune their mental effort accordingly.  His study questioned the

optimum length of audio-visual segments that present factual information.  His

experiment used 73 college students, in a pre-, post-, and retention test format, comparing

various video lengths and presentation materials.  While he did find that shorter video

segments were better for memory performance tasks, no evidence was found that related

test performance to video length.

In a large review summarizing methods for improving interest in the classroom,

Bonwell and Eison (1991), state that the use of visual-based instruction, coupled with

opportunities for responses from students, produced significant positive changes in

students' attitudes. Findings such as the meta-analysis of nursing students performed by

Schermer (1988) showed that visual media had a very large effect on attitude, producing

an effect size of over 1.2 standard deviations.  Her study combined in a meta-analysis

sixteen (16) other studies that included four types of visual media including motion

pictures, television, videotape, and still media.  Schermer found that the motion pictures

and television recordings can achieve a realistic depiction of what is occurring and

thereby allow the students to personally identify with the situation being viewed.  She

found that an effect size of 1.7 for attitude retention occurred for treatment groups using

visual media.  In addition, she found that there was an increase of a 0.34 effect size for
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attitude retention after the posttest, showing that the attitude toward the subject had been

not only retained but improved.

Palmer designed a basic algebra unit at Utah Valley State College to emphasize

applications of math concepts, in part using cinema clips and videos to integrate the

textual material.  She used video, along with other methods, to gain students’ attention,

make the applications understandable, stimulate recall of prerequisite learning, and

present stimulus material.  Her study involved 80 students in algebra classes and covered

a number of algebraic concepts.  While her study focused on the students’ understanding

of algebra, she did find that after the course students indicated a positive change in

attitude toward the subject, and she also found in follow up interviews that the teachers

felt the videos had aided in learning (Palmer, 1994).

Another important use for visual-based instruction, according to Bonwell and

Eison (1991), is providing a helpful focal point for other interactive techniques. Videos

can make events more relevant by providing a strong visual complement to the

presentation of material, in part by creating a “vicarious experience” (Hales & Shaw,

1995).

“In general, where the learner reacts to or interacts with the criterial stimulus,

learning is facilitated, and the facilitation increases with the degree of learner activity or

involvement” (Fleming & Levie, 1978).  This viewpoint is also supported by research

evidence that suggests that innovative teaching methods and the use of videos (Cameron,

1986; Holzman, 1983) improve student knowledge.

A multimedia instructional approach involves the use of a variety of technological

devices such as films, tapes, computers, and other such materials.  Use of multi-sensory
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multimedia approaches in the classroom, such as Johnson’s 1987 and Meringoff’s 1980

studies, have been shown to improve student learning.  Studies also seem to indicate that

the use of a video presentation that presents material within the framework of a story

promotes better recall (Beaver, 1995; Palmer, 1994).  This study investigates the

effectiveness on science instruction of repurposed entertainment video which contain a

high science content.  The applied use of anchored instruction theory supports the use of

repurposed entertainment videos for instruction

Instructional Theory

Anchored Instruction Theory

A goal of anchored instruction is to create an environment that allows students to

develop representations and mental models to allow for transfer.  With this goal,

instruction is organized around some “anchor,” usually a story with embedded

information.  By using a video as an anchor, the teacher and all students have a shared

learning contextual experience (McLarty, et al., 1989).  Also because the anchor is visual,

it becomes easier for lower reading ability students to participate in discussions and other

class activities (Baumbach, et al., 1995).  Pam Beavers (1995) did a study where 12

students in the eighth grade used the repurposed video To Kill a Mockingbird.  In the

study, she wanted to see if anchored instruction could help students comprehend

knowledge not just as memorized facts but as a problem-solving tool.  To do this she

studied the effects of student recall of dialogue and anchor retention in the movie.  Her

results suggest that the content of a video presentation (movie) include oral devices that
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encourage an understanding of the material in its context rather than as isolated facts.

She also found that students could almost repeat word for word certain dramatic scenes.

A number of educational theories can be considered to support the concepts of

repurposed entertainment video for education, perhaps the most appropriate would be

Anchored Instruction.  The conceptual approach of repurposing is developed in John

Bransford’s educational theory of anchored instruction.  Anchored instruction uses some

“anchor” or “macrocontext,” often video based, to focus the learner’s attention and to

provide a basis for constructing instruction.  Anchored instruction’s early focus was on

the development of interactive videodisc tools, such as the Jasper Woodbury Series

(Baumbach, et al., 1995).  Another study in anchored instruction done by the Cognition &

Technology Group at Vanderbilt (CTGV), was in essence a repurposed entertainment

video using Young Sherlock Homes (Education Development Center, Inc., 1995).  With

the Young Sherlock Project, the CTGV developed an experimental curriculum to enhance

literacy and social studies skills.  The experimental study took place over three years in

five fifth grade classes and found that the integrated instruction using anchors and

macrocontexts had the greatest benefit on lower achieving students.  The study also

showed significant increases of knowledge for all students, and that this form of

instruction is generally more effective in promoting long-term retention of information

(Vye, 1990).

In a study considering the effects of using video macro-contexts, the Learning

Technology Center used sections from the movie Raiders of the Lost Ark to try to

improve problem solving abilities of four classes of middle school aged children and 128

undergraduate college students.  The study was divided into two experiments: one for the
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grade school students and the other for the college students.  The 7th and 8th grade

experiment had the control group of students reading about science related topics while

the experimental group read the same material but also watched the movie segment.  The

results of this section of the study, comparing posttest scores of the two groups

concerning science knowledge, show the video group having significantly (p<0.01) better

scores than the text group.  The college experiment was to determine whether recall of

science information could be improved and if that information would be used in problem

solving.  Again the study found positive effects of using video macro-contexts to assist in

remembering science information and also found that students’ problem solving abilities

improved (Sherwood, et al., 1987).

Bransford feels that children learn better in contextual situations rather than

performance situations (Bransford, et al., 1988).  In order to be an effective educator, it

becomes necessary to be aware of a student’s performance and experience.  Learning

becomes more difficult as backgrounds and cultures between the teacher and the learner

become more different.  An anchor provides both the teacher and the student with a

shared common background, from which to start an educational experience.

Situated Learning Theory

Similar to some aspects of Bransford’s macrocontexts is Lave’s Situated Learning

theory.  In situated learning theory, learning occurs as a function of the activity (context)

in which it occurs.  Lave proposed that information needs to be presented in an authentic

context for learning to take place and that the learning will require some social interaction

and collaboration (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  This theory can be applied to repurposing

because the video can provide a context framework by presenting the information in a
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setting that actually involves or applies the concepts, similar to an educationally designed

video production.  In her meta-analysis on use of visual media, Schermer (1988) found

that one result of this “experienced realism through film” is viewer identification with the

incidents and people depicted on the screen.  In another example of repurposing and

situated learning, Otten (1988) found that she could increase students’ motivation in the

study of foreign language and culture through the use of audio and repurposed videos.

According to Otten, students in advanced classes who experienced foreign language

education which included audio and video cassettes, increased their listening, speaking

and writing skills significantly faster than similar students who were only exposed to the

foreign language by reading books.

Symbol Systems

Another theory related to the use of repurposed entertainment video for

instruction is Salomon’s Symbol Systems (1979a).  The symbol systems theory applies

because the processing levels and methods associated with viewing require less mental

processing than reading, and multimedia can provide elements that can save the learner

from difficult mental elaborations.  However the symbols will vary in how easily the

concepts can be recoded.  Salomon explains that the media systems will highlight

different aspects of the content, that the situation of learning with media affects

subsequent cognitive processing.  Salomon (1979b) further states in his analysis of

research on how symbol systems relate to cognition and learning that “symbolic elements

used by media can facilitate the cultivation of mental skills.”   Additionally in a set of

experiments on children’s preconceptions of the effort needed in understanding material

presented on television and in print Salomon and Leigh (1984) found that an active
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viewing model allowed children to change the effort they put into watching television

with a resulting increase in comprehension.

A number of educational theories appear to support the concept of using

repurposed entertainment media as applied to educational settings.  Overall the video can

provide a contextual setting (Situated Learning and Macrocontext) around which

instruction can be developed (Anchored Instruction) and the media approach may provide

an easier method to process information (Symbol Systems).

Active and Passive Learning

A change seems to be taking place in how informational material is presented to

students.  As Meyers (1993) noted, “One clear indication of changing times is the number

of national conferences on teaching that advocate a shift from lecture to active learning.”

Other educators such as Chickering and Gamson (1987) have stated that “learning is not a

spectator sport.  Students do not learn much just by sitting in class listening to teachers,

memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers.”  In active learning,

students must talk, write, and relate to what they are learning.  Overall a need exists for a

modification to the lecture, which has been the historic standard for instruction.  Bonwell

and Eison (1991) made the point, in their monograph summary of active learning at the

higher level, that a major failing point of the traditional lecture is that students remember

material presented at the beginning of a lecture better than information presented at the

middle or the end.  This result means that large amounts of information presented to the

students are being lost.  To overcome this loss and make instruction better, many are

suggesting a shift from the basic lecture to a presentation that is more active learning

based.
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Meyers (1993) considered that active learning derives from two basic

assumptions: (1) that learning is by nature an active endeavor, and (2) that different

people learn in different ways.  He considered that active learning consists of four

elements: discussion (talking and listening), writing, reading, and reflecting.  Others

consider that, simply put, active learning is more likely to take place when students are

not only listening; but are also engaged in activities.  Students must do more than just

listen in active learning: they must read, write, discuss, or be engaged in solving

problems.  When meaningful objectives for learning are in place, the flexible teacher

would be successful by using an active approach to teaching (Adams, 1994; Bonwell &

Eison 1991).

Adams suggests two guiding principles concerning active learning: (1) Children

who are given the opportunity for fresh, novel, stimulating experiences have a powerful

incentive for learning, and (2) Students learn stories and concepts that are shown to

matter or relate to the student and develop attitudes of curiosity and wonder (Adams,

1994).

According to Sims, activities requiring active participation were found to be

associated with higher levels of attention than were more passive types of activities

(1985).  In her study, 94 children were exposed to teaching with active and passive

student activities during music listening.  An analysis of videotaped behavioral

observations showed greater on-task behavior for active versus passive listening

conditions.  Similar results of effectiveness of activity with video were found in a study

done by Kritch, Bostow and Dedrick (1995) concerning interactive constructed-response

videodisc instruction compared to click-to-continue or passive viewing.  In this study,
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111 undergraduate students were exposed to AIDS information in the various viewing

formats and then were posttested and retention tested (after five weeks).  Their analysis

of the posttest and retention data found significant differences (p < 0.05) between the

interactive group (M = 92, SD = 7; M71, SD = 12) compared to the more passive click-

to-continue (M = 71, SD = 12; M = 63, SD = 11) and passive-observation (M=59, SD =

12; M = 58, SD = 10) groups.

Researchers are not suggesting that lectures should be eliminated, instead that

teachers should include a greater variety of teaching strategies.  Research suggests that

the exclusive use of the lecture in the classroom constrain students’ learning.  Therefore,

time should be provided for students to reflect on the information that is presented.

Adapting a class from a lecture format to the use of discussion is one of the most

common strategies promoting active learning.  If the objectives of a course are to

promote long-term retention of information and to motivate students toward further

learning, then active methods of instruction such as discussions are preferable to lecture

alone.  The use of active learning provides opportunities for students to talk and listen,

read, write, and reflect as they approach course content material through problem-solving

exercises, informal small groups, simulations, case studies, role playing and other

activities, all of which require students to apply what they are learning (Bonwell & Eison,

1991; Meyers, 1993).

Lee and Meyer’s use of video-based instruction materials did not increase posttest

scores compared to their control group (Lee, et al., 1994).  Their study was looking for

the effects of the use of closed-captioned educational videos and as Bonwell and Eison

stated, “perhaps simply viewing a 50-minute film or videotape does not actively involve
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students any more than listening to a 50-minute lecture.”  So while they had 1336 English

students attending university Reading courses, they found no significant improvement in

posttest scores for regular enrolled students.  The researchers did find a significant

difference in the retention scores with the students who received closed-captioned as

compared to the print only treatment group.  This lack of significant effect between

pretest and posttest scores could be caused from the presentation of a documentary alone,

which is no more active than a lecture and fails to gain students’ interest any more than

just presenting the material as a lecture.  In this passive situation, while it might be easier

for the teacher to use the video, the educational experience for the students is no better.

In a study of 87 sixth graders Salomon and Leigh (1984) it is surmised that while

the use of television did not significantly improve recall of material as compared to print,

it could be as effective as print.  Their study compared students learning from a story

presented on television to students who had the same story presented as text.  They found

that the approach used with television viewing caused results could not be considered

significantly different from the text groups results (z = 1.65, p < 0.09).  According to

Salomon and Leigh, television engaged more of the students' efforts, abilities, and

inferences when they were informed to learn from the program than when they were told

to watch the program just for fun.

 Postman (1979) considers that there is much that people can learn from watching

television, and that as people watch they become part of the story, therefore having a

more active part in the situation.  Not only must attention be initiated for learning to take

place, it must also be sustained (Sims, 1985).  A simple method for holding attention is a

start-and-stop method that presents questions or discussion while watching the video.
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Although the start-and-stop study-question approach is disconcerting for those who want

to watch the film as pure entertainment, it is effective for critical-thinking exercises.

Using this classroom technique, teachers are also not faced with a room full of students

lost in reverie and intellectually removed when the film ends (Meyers, 1993).

Instructional Technology and Instructional Design

Instructional technology contains two types of science: a physical science,

concerned with the devices used, and a behavioral science, concerned with knowledge,

skills and process.  Therefore instructional technology is a process of systematically

applying knowledge to instruction.  A major focus of instructional technology is in a field

called instructional design.  “Instructional design is the process of specifying and

producing particular environmental situations which cause the learner to interact in such a

way that a specified change occurs in his/her behavior” (Merrill, 1971).  An instructional

designer: specifies observable learning outcomes, identifies characteristics of students to

be taught, arranges stimulus situations, selects appropriate media, controls the conditions

for student response, determines what acceptable performance is and how the

performance is assessed, and determines what modifications should be adapted for the

student.  Instructional design itself developed out of two major areas: psychology and

media or communications.  “Instructional design is a linking science -- a body of

knowledge that prescribes instructional actions to optimize desired instructional

outcomes, such as achievement and affect” (Reigeluth, 1983).  Instructional design is

therefore concerned with understanding, improving and applying methods of instruction.

The application of a repurposed entertainment video involves considering its

effects toward message design.  Keller and Burkman (1993) in writing about the
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motivation principles of instructional message design, mention four aspects to the use of

“Interesting Pictures” which have direct bearing on the development of repurposed

entertainment video.  Keller and Burkman propose that to more effectively gain and

maintain learner attention, pictures should: be interesting, present novelty and drama,

include people, and be in color.  Of these four features of “Interesting Pictures,” most

repurposed entertainment video should include the first three features, and all newer films

and videos usually include the color feature.

Basic instructional design process models have three areas: analysis, strategy, and

evaluation (Smith & Ragan, 1993).  The use of repurposed entertainment video would

best fit within the delivery strategies of the strategy section.  According to instructional

design practices, a repurposed high science content entertainment video could be useful

for providing examples and non-examples of science concepts in a discovery sequence.

Repurposing

Visual-based instruction can provide a helpful focal point for other interactive

techniques (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).  It should be possible to combine the use of visual

based material with the concepts of active learning to redesign a video into a better

teaching tool.  The National Science Teachers Association encourages repurposing video

for science use (even though they do not use the term repurposing) by awarding the

Science Screen Report Award each year.  This award is given for creating a lesson for

science that uses a commercially available video.  Past winners’ lessons have covered a

wide range of science concepts including using Star Trek to teach about the cell, using

the movie Destination Moon to teach physics, and Dances with Wolves to teach about the

environment.  NSTA’s most recent winner, Harriet Harms Knops (1997), used
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roadrunner cartoons to teach basics physics principles of force and laws of motion.

While these lessons all involve repurposed entertainment video, they also share the factor

that the teachers who created them based them upon their own feelings of appropriateness

and not on educational theory or design (Knops, T. Cavanaugh & C. Cavanaugh, personal

communication, October 15, 1997).

This process of redesigning and changing the use of a material is termed

repurposing.  Initially the concept of repurposing was applied to educational videodiscs,

but now it could be expanded to include other media, such as movies, videos,

entertainment videodiscs and digital videodiscs.  The repurposing of entertainment media

can include the material shown in whole or in vignette form.  Teachers often found that

the videodiscs, as they were initially created, were not best suited for their classes, but

that a large amount of the material provided in the disc could be useful.  With the

application of authoring programs (some of which were included with the videodiscs),

the teachers adapted the use of the videodiscs to be more appropriate for their classes.

Barron and Orwig (1993), in writing about the benefits of repurposing, discuss

such points as money savings, enhancement of curriculum, introduction of the instructor

to new technologies, and motivation of students.  As has been previously noted, a wide

array of video materials is available to the teacher, and evidence has been found that

indicates that the use of productions or plays in the classroom promotes students’

enthusiasm toward content and increases their learning (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).  In her

meta-analysis of 16 studies on use of visual media, Schermer (1988) found that students’

attitudes were positively affected through viewer identification with the incidents and

people depicted in the videos.  Motion pictures and television recordings can achieve
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realistic depiction of the human condition, and thus engender audience identification with

the persons or situations being viewed.

In a videodisc repurposing project at Clemons Library at the University of

Virginia (Blanton et al, 1991), project developers believed that the repurposing of feature

films had significant potential for developing programs that are entertaining and

educational.  Research in learning styles suggests that greater learning can occur when

the same information is presented through multiple learning channels, so repurposed

entertainment videos should also improve learning because they deliver information in a

variety of formats (Hoogeveen, 1997; Barron & Orwig, 1993).  To this end, the library

developed a stand-alone interactive multimedia project to demonstrate the capabilities of

videodisc repurposing with computer aided instruction while eliciting interest by using

the popular Alfred Hitchcock film North By Northwest.

Meyers (1993) makes the important point that if intellectual stimulation is the

goal, teachers “must save students from themselves by keeping them from slipping into a

vegetative stupor they often assume in front of a television screen.”  Therefore teachers

need to make use of films and videos as active-learning and teaching tools, and

understand that just watching a video is insufficient, because the videos need to be

interrupted sometimes to “help students ponder and then practice the skills we are trying

to teach” (Meyers, 1993).

Hales and Shaw (1995) conducted a study, involving 60 middle class suburban

eighth grade students, which in part used repurposed videos to see if their use had an

effect on students’ knowledge and understanding about the Holocaust and World War II.

Their use of documentaries and feature films in an educational setting showed that videos
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did appear to contribute to greater student knowledge and understanding.  In their

analysis of pretest and posttest scores, the researchers concluded that the group learning

with video was significantly better (F = 4.411; p = 0.04, α = 0.05) than the control group.

Palmer designed a basic algebra unit at Utah Valley State College to emphasize

applications of math concepts, in part using cinema clips and videos to integrate the

textual material.  She used video, along with other methods, to gain students’ attention,

make the applications understandable, stimulate recall of prerequisite learning, and

present stimulus material.  Her study involved 80 students in three introductory algebra

classes which covered a number of algebraic concepts.  While her study focused on the

students’ understanding of algebra, she did find that after the course, students indicated a

positive change in attitude toward the subject, with an average of 3.58 on a 5-point Likert

scale, she also found in follow up interviews that the teachers felt the videos aided in

learning (Palmer, 1994).

A study investigating the applicability of repurposing Square One TV from home

to math classroom use collected both qualitative and quantitative data (Chen, et al.,

1988).  The researchers created videotapes from the television programs and then

collected data from the eight participating teachers and also from six students per class,

three boy and three girls, grades 2 through 6.  From teacher interviews, conclusions were

made that the repurposed material was useful both motivationally and in demonstrating

connections between math concepts and real world applications.  A comparison of

student pre- and posttest scores, from a Likert scale of attitude concerning math, found

that while the children found the program enjoyable, the program did not necessarily

change their views of mathematics as a subject.
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Overall, repurposing is the adaptation of material originally created for one usage

so that it can be presented in a new form.  Repurposing appears to be an effective,

affordable method for providing instruction.  Over the past ten years, there have been a

number of studies that have findings concerning the use of repurposed entertainment

media.  These studies have covered the gamut of educational areas, grade levels and

research designs, with most of the studies taking place in the lower grades and focusing

in the areas of attitude and problem solving.  These studies include the application of both

whole films or videos and film vignettes or clips.  The results of these studies indicate,

overall, that the inclusion of video repurposed for educational use does not harm the

learner.  Instead it can be an advantageous resource.

Repurposed Entertainment Media in Science Instruction

Historically, most research that involved the use of entertainment media in the

teaching of science focused on the literary aspect.  But there have been other notable

applications of high science content film and video to the teaching of science.  Many

educators have strong views that science fiction and other science content films should be

useful, but little actual research has been done.

Boutzez (1984) felt that not enough attention has been given to develop the “spirit

of invention and innovation,” and he feels that science fiction would be a good tool to use

to help alleviate that gap.  Dubeck (1993) feels that science departments need to develop

new approaches to teach science, and that the use of science fiction may be an effective

teaching tool.  He feels that the reinforcement students receive visually and emotionally

from science fiction films may help the students better retain the science concepts.  Lamb
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and Bartholomew (1975) propose that science fiction makes a good “grab” to attract

students’ attention and then focus their attention to the science at hand.

Others have hypothesized (Dubeck et al, 1993) that the use of science fiction

films may help students learn science in a number of ways including: visualization of

abstract principles, recognition of science and pseudoscience, experience of science in

interdisciplinary settings, and science’s relation to socially significant/relevant issues.

Science fiction stories can be beneficial for developing student motivation in science

classes, especially for non-science majors.  A science fiction story has a plot, which

focuses the attention of the reader (Brice, 1980).  Kindler’s (1972) dissertation

investigated the effectiveness of fiction in promoting science content objectives, and

found that narrative materials are generally more interesting, can be made self-

motivating, and if they contain appropriate content material, there should be no loss of

learning.

Summary

Multimedia (visual-media) and active learning have been found to be effective

methods for instruction.  However, recommendations exist for more rigorous research to

provide a scientific foundation to guide future practices in the classroom.  While active

learning is considered a more effective form of instruction than just lecture, more

empirical investigations are needed, since most of the investigations in the past have been

descriptive accounts.  Bonwell and Eison (1991) pointed out that a problem in education

is that “a gap exists between how faculty typically teach (relying largely on lecture) and

how they know they should teach (employing active learning).”  Park and Lamb (1992)

feel instead of whining about the nation’s attraction to entertainment media (television),
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that teachers should develop creative lessons that use visual media to take advantage of

the attraction.  Instructors should rethink how material is presented so that students’

attention would be focused on the material instead of some terminal problem (Gagne,

1992).  The use of video as anchored instruction has proven to be an effective method for

inquiry and construction of learning (Vye, et al., 1990).  Science and technology reshape

every part of contemporary life.  New teaching strategies need to be developed to

improve the teaching of science (Adams, 1994).  Based on the research that has been

done on anchored instruction and repurposing, and the apparent need for additional

research concerning pedagogical formats, studies are needed that investigate the

effectiveness of repurposed content-rich entertainment video and presentation methods.

Effective teaching must incorporate principles of learning found to be effective such as

active learning and visual media.

Because presenting information in multiple formats, including multisensory

activities and experimental opportunities, enhance learning, these multiple formats should

be used in the educative process. The use of repurposed entertainment videos as an

anchor could be a method that assists with teaching.  Repurposed entertainment videos

provide a resource that can be used to enrich teaching strategies, and provide

opportunities for students to learn and apply academic content.

The study described here incorporated active learning and anchored instruction in

the design of repurposed science content-rich entertainment video for science content and

attitude.  The experiment compared the effectiveness of learning and attitude of middle

school science students using repurposed entertainment video or educational video in

active and passive watching formats.  This study is an initial attempt to fill the gap in
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knowledge concerning repurposing content-rich video and to suggest how that video can

be presented to a class.  Science education could be advanced with the knowledge of

which formats are more effective, and by offering teachers the possibility of additional

resources for instruction or presentation.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

Purpose

This study investigates whether the use of content-rich repurposed entertainment

videos can improve the learning and retention of science concepts and the attitudes

toward science of middle school children.  To determine whether the repurposed

entertainment video makes a difference, a statistical comparison was made between the

pre-treatment, post-treatment and retention scores of students who received instruction

using repurposed entertainment video, and the scores of students who have received

instruction with educational video.  Four treatment groups were used in the study: 1)

watching the repurposed entertainment video actively, 2) watching the repurposed

entertainment video passively, 3) watching the educational video actively, and 4)

watching the educational video passively.  Due to the structure imposed by the school

district, it was not possible to choose students randomly to participate, hence, intact

classes of students were used.  This experiment is classified as a four (treatment) by three

(time) quasi-experimental design.  It should be understood that due to the necessity of

using students as the unit of analysis (and the resulting reduction of the within group

variability), this study should be considered a preliminary investigation.  The study

documented changes in the students’ content knowledge and attitude.
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The science classes in the study came from two suburban southwest Florida

middle schools.  The classes were randomly assigned to one of the four treatment groups.

Therefore, there were two between group factors: (1) Passive/Active, (2)

Repurposed/Educational treatments and one within group factor (time) for posttest and

retention test scores (see Figure 1. Treatment Matrix).

Active Passive

Traditional
Educational Video

Pretest
Posttest

Retention Test

Pretest
Posttest

Retention Test

Repurposed
Entertainment

Video

Pretest
Posttest

Retention Test

Pretest
Posttest

Retention Test

Figure 1. Treatment Matrix

Research Questions & Hypothesis

The intent of this study was to investigate whether the use of content-rich

repurposed entertainment video, when presented in an active or passive format improves

the learning and retention of science concepts or attitudes toward science of middle level

students.  In order to fulfill the purpose of this study, the following hypotheses have been

formulated: (see also Table 2, page 43)

For middle school children in science:

1. Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video

will achieve at a higher level in posttests and retention tests than those

who were instructed with educational video.
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2. Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will

achieve at a higher level in posttests and retention tests than those who

were instructed as passive watchers.

3. Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video

will have a better attitude toward science than those who were

instructed with educational video.

4. Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will have

better attitude toward science than those who were instructed as

passive watchers.

Instruments

The attitude surveying and content testing occurred immediately before and after

instruction and again after three weeks to check for retention.  Control of confounding

variables was, in part, achieved by random assignment of intact classes to levels of the

independent variable.  Since different instructors presented the material, the possibility

exists for an effect due to instructor, such that the scores of students taught by a particular

instructor will not be independent.  An analysis was done to check for any significant

difference between groups instructed by different presenters.  Other variables held

constant during the experiment included grade level, exposure time, and retention time.

Achievement Test Instrument

The science achievement test instrument for this experiment was developed from

the Third International Mathematics and Science Study, 1994-1995 (TIMSS) science

section for Population 2 (13 year olds).  Questions were selected for their appropriateness

from the TIMSS instrument for use in this study by matching questions to the material
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presented in the selected videos (see Appendix D).  The test instruments were checked

for content validity by two middle school science teachers who individually made

judgments on the selection of questions from the TIMSS for the content of the test.

Questions that both teachers had selected in common were then used as part of the

instrument.  Six additional questions were developed by the teachers to test basic recall of

subject matter presented in the videos.

The TIMSS test was judged for content validity by numerous subject-matter

specialists to ensure that the tests properly represented the curricula.  The individual

items of the TIMSS test were judged with pilot studies where review members had the

item difficulty indices for all items that had been used in the pilot test.  Questions with

item difficulties beyond the range 0.2 through 0.85 were automatically excluded (TIMSS,

1997).

The test-retest structure used in this study increases the internal validity of the

experiment, but has the drawback of test familiarity (Gall, Borg, Gall, 1996).  To reduce

the effect of test familiarity, each of the three times that the test was given the questions

were reordered, with three forms of the test used in the classes that received the tests in

random order.  The reordering of the items reduces Gall's "test-wiseness" which can be a

threat to the internal validity of the experiment.

Test questions included multiple choice, open-ended questions, and Likert scale

attitude questions.  The three-week retention interval between the posttest and the

retention test emerged from the literature as the average period for similar studies.
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Attitude Toward Science Survey Instrument

The attitude toward science survey (ATSS) questions (Appendix D) were adapted

from the eleven math attitude questions from a study of repurposing Square One TV

episodes by Chen, Ellis, and Hoelscher (1988), and adapting them to science.  The focus

of these attitude questions was in the areas of enjoyment of science, irrelevance of

science, and the appeal of a science video program, with this study only investigating the

enjoyment of science.  These questions consist of positive and negative statements,

measured on a five-point scale.  Additive indexes were computed for the ATSS variables,

converting negatively and positively phrased items in a consistent direction.  Scores for

the enjoyment of science and appeal of a science video program indexes range from 1

(low enjoyment) to 5 (high); scores for the irrelevance variable range from 1 (low

irrelevance or high sense of relevance of science) to 5 (high irrelevance).  These attitude

questions, when used in the Square One TV repurposing study of attitude toward math,

were found to have a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of 0.51, 0.54, and 0.84 for irrelevance,

appeal, and enjoyment sections.

Sample

Effect size expressed in standard deviation units used to index size differences

between groups or treatments compared in an experiment (Wolf, 1986).  Cohen's

classification specifies that an effect size of 0.20 is small, 0.50 is moderate, and 0.80 is

large.  For the purpose of the study, the researcher chose a moderate effect size of at least

0.5 as the criterion for educational relevance.  Planning for this moderate effect size an

analysis was conducted using Cohen’s power tables, set at a standard of 80% probability

that the statistical test will lead to the rejection of a false null hypothesis 95% of the time.
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The results from this power analysis recommended a sample size of at least 45 subjects

per group.

Since students were receiving instruction together and classes became available

by teacher volunteerism, the study was a quasi-experiment.  The unit of analysis for this

study was the student, understanding that the class as the unit of analysis would make for

a better experiment.  It was not possible to run the experiment with enough classes, using

the class as the unit of analysis, to detect an effect with any reliability.  It was necessary

to perform the study in this manner due to the number of classes available and other

pragmatic restrictions.  Classes were drawn from the pool of available middle school

science classes of a local county (See Tables 14-17 in appendix C for comparative

descriptions).

Classes were evaluated prior to taking part in the study by comparing the classes’

average reading and vocabulary scores from the available Stanford Achievement Test

(SAT) scores.  These class average scores were compared to determine whether classes

had significant difference in ability levels.  The comparison was used to determine

whether covariates were needed in study analyses.

The students participating in this study were seventh grade middle school students

most of whom were of 13 years old.  The students attended a general science class

composed of a heterogeneous mixture of students.  Special education students who were

mainstreamed into the classes were excluded from the study.  The use of the middle

school science class was the most appropriate for the study since middle school students

in the local districts are not tracked into any ability group for science, and therefore

should provide the most variability.  Additionally, restricting the study to only the
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seventh grade students included were representative of middle school students’

capabilities (see Table 16 in Appendix C for school and student data).

Experiment

Four seventh grade middle school science teachers were recruited to take part in

the study.  These teachers had class loads of three to five classes of seventh grade general

science.  For the experiment, each of the volunteer teachers and the researcher presented

all levels of the treatment.  Each instructor was randomly assigned an order of treatments

to be presented, with each instructor presenting each treatment only once.  Training in use

of materials and active teaching methods was provided.  Some of the groups were taught

by the regular classroom teacher to prevent researcher bias.  Other groups were taught by

the researcher in order to detect teacher effects.

Each teacher’s classes were randomly assigned into one of the four treatment

groups.  The researcher also presented all four treatment levels by taking one class from

each teacher, and, by random assignment, presented each treatment.  The four treatment

groups received teaching covering the same concepts.  One set of classes watched

educational videos and the other set of classes watched an entertainment video, which is

information rich concerning the science objectives.  See page 38 Figure 2, for an outline

of the presentation schedule.  The researcher periodically monitored the volunteer

teachers to ensure that the materials were presented as outlined.

The passive educational video and repurposed entertainment video classes

received a short introduction and watched their videos passively, answering questions and

completing activities after the videos.  The active educational video and repurposed

entertainment video classes also received the same short introduction, but then watched
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their video in an active format.  The introduction lectures were developed in conjunction

with the participating teachers to cover the listed objectives, a presentation script (see

Appendix F), discussion sequence, and video presentation directions were provided to

each presenter.  Directed questions were provided to assist the student in focusing on the

content being presented in the videos, along with discussion questions on the objectives

were provided.  The active format included having students answer directed questions

during the video (see appendix G), and taking part in discussions when the video was

stopped at relevant points and after the video was concluded (see Figure 3, page 39).

Comparatively, both active and passive classes (from either repurposed entertainment

video or educational video) received the same materials and media, but the active classes

received their materials during the video, and the passive classed received their materials

after each video.  In this way, all classes spent approximately the same amount of time in

each presentation format.  The lessons part of the experiment took about two to three

class sessions (approximately 135 min.).
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The Effect of Repurposing Feature Films with Various Levels of Student
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The repurposed entertainment video experimental instruction was organized

around an episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation entitled Home Soil.  This video is

content-rich in information covering science concepts including the scientific method,

basic chemistry, and the nature of life.  The educational video instruction used came from

the NASA educational video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life and

TMW Sales Company Understanding Science video: Scientific Problem Solving.  These

educational videos were chosen because they present similar content to the repurposed

entertainment video and because they are examples of videos that are readily accessible

to classroom teachers.  The concepts presented in the videos correspond to a number of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science’s Benchmarks for Science

Literacy (1995) (See Table 1).
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Table 1

 Video Content & Associated Benchmarks

Concept/Content from Video Home Soil Benchmarks for Science Literacy

Benchmark     Descriptor

basic chemistry 4D        The Structure of Matter

4E        Energy Transformations

5E        Flow of Matter and Energy

scientific method 1C        The Scientific Enterprise

1B        Scientific Inquiry

9D        Uncertainty

12A        Values and Attitudes

12C        Manipulation and Observation

12E        Critical-Response Skills

nature of life 5A        Diversity of Life

5C        Cells

6C        Basic Functions of Humans
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Analysis

A panel of raters scored the tests to help insure objectivity.  Test scores were first

checked by one rater and then rechecked by another rater.  The data gathered from each

test was compiled and descriptive statistics were computed.  The descriptive statistics

included the range of scores, median score, mean score, and the standard deviation for

each treatment group.

After the experiment, the data were collected and analyzed through the use of

computer programs to determine if there was a significant difference between the

treatment groups.  The two statistical software packages used to analyze the data were

Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) for Windows (6.12), distributed by SAS Institute,

Inc., Cary, N. C., and Microsoft Excel 97 (Statistical Tool Pak), distributed by the

Microsoft Corporation.  A two between three within Repeated Measures ANOVA

procedure, alpha of 0.05, was the most appropriate procedure for testing the research

hypothesis, and has the additional merit of maintaining power while having fewer

subjects.  Follow-up ANOVA comparisons were conducted as needed (see Table 2).  The

Repeated Measures ANOVA was the most appropriate procedure to use since the study

looked at the change that was taking place between test and attitude scores over time.  An

additional analysis was done to check for instructor effect, investigating for significance

in treatment group posttest scores between the teachers and the researcher as presenters.
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Table 2

 Null Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis Variable Analysis
1. There are no significant differences among

the treatment groups between mean SAT
Reading scores

SAT
Reading
Scores

ANOVA Planned
comparison

2. There are no significant differences among
the treatment groups between mean SAT
Vocabulary scores

SAT
Vocabulary

Scores

ANOVA Planned
comparison

3. There are no significant differences among
groups between mean pretests scores

Pretest
Scores

ANOVA Planned
comparison

4. There are no significant differences among
treatment groups between mean initial
ATSS scores

ATSS
Scores

ANOVA Planned
comparison

5. There are no significant differences among
students receiving instruction with
repurposed entertainment and those
watching educational video between mean
test scores.

Pre-,  Post-,
& Retention
Test Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

Main effect
for group

6. There are no significant differences among
students receiving instruction with active
and passive video watching between mean
test scores.

Pre-,  Post-,
& Retention
Test Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

Main effect
for group

7. There are no significant differences among
students receiving instruction with
repurposed entertainment and those
watching educational video between mean
ATSS scores.

ATSS
Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

Planned
comparison

8. There are no significant differences among
students receiving instruction with active
and passive video watching between mean
ATSS scores.

ATSS
Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

Planned
comparison
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This study investigates whether the use of content-rich repurposed entertainment

video can improve the learning and retention of science concepts and the attitudes toward

science of middle school children.  To determine whether the repurposed entertainment

video makes a difference, a statistical comparison was made between the pre-treatment,

post-treatment and retention scores of students who received instruction using repurposed

entertainment video, and the scores of students who received instruction with educational

video.  Four treatment groups were used in the study: 1) watching the repurposed

entertainment video actively, 2) watching the repurposed entertainment video passively,

3) watching the educational video actively and 4) watching the educational video

passively.

Data Analysis

Participants’ science comprehension was measured by knowledge-based testing,

and attitude toward science was measured by an attitude survey.  First, the knowledge-

based pretest with attitude survey was administrated to each treatment group.  Next, each

group participated in one of the four forms of instruction.  The instruction was followed

by a posttest with attitude survey.  After a period of three weeks, a retention test with

attitude survey was administered.  The tests were scored (as described in Appendix E) to
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determine the effect of the video and presentation styles on the science comprehension

instrument.  A second scorer then reviewed these tests.  Discrepancies between scores

were resolved through consultation.  Most discrepancies found between the scorers were

due to difficulty in understanding student handwriting on free-response questions.

Each of the proposed research questions was answered through statistical

procedures, including Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedures and Repeated

Measures Analysis of Variance.

Descriptive Statistics of Sample

Students from two suburban middle schools were selected to participate in the

study.  In all, 405 students were randomly assigned by classes to one of four treatment

groups.  The participants were initially approximately evenly divided into four groups.

After students who were absent from any of the treatment sessions or were special

education students were eliminated from the analysis, the sample size was reduced to 361

(51.7% male and 48.3% female).  The final grouping per treatment was

• 102 passive repurposed content-rich entertainment participants,

• 84 active repurposed content-rich entertainment participants,

• 71 passive educational video participants, and

• 104 active educational video participants.

Pre-Treatment Analysis

Before participants were assigned to treatment groups, an analysis was made

comparing the different classes according to SAT scores in reading and vocabulary.  The

SAT scores for all selected students were collected and then compared for each class.  An
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ANOVA test (" = 0.05) was conducted to see if any significant differences existed

between the groups before treatment occurred (according to their SAT Reading or

Vocabulary Scores).  The results are displayed in Tables 16 and 17 in Appendix G.  The

mean SAT vocabulary scores did not differ significantly between the classes (p = 0.093).

However, the mean scores of the SAT reading tests more closely approached significance

(p = 0.072).  Because of the near significance of the mean SAT reading scores, those

scores were included as covariates in later analyses.

Once classes had been assigned to treatment groups and the pretest and initial

ATSS were administered, a comparative analysis was done on the results of the pretest

and initial attitude survey for each treatment group.  The descriptive results of that pretest

are displayed in Tables 18 and 19 in Appendix I, and the results of the analysis of the

pretest items are shown in Tables 30, 31, and 32 of Appendix J.  In each case, no

significant difference was found between the major treatment groups (pvideo = 0.550,

pwatching = 0.078) or their combination treatment groups (p = 0.208), prior to the

educational treatments.

Analysis was also done on the initial ATSS, concerning the students’ attitude

(enjoyment) toward science.  The ATSS used a five point Likert scale where students

gave their opinion on seven statements concerning science.  The descriptive results of

that initial ATSS are displayed in Appendix I.  The results of the ATSS were then

analyzed to see if any significant difference existed between groups.   According to an

ANOVA analysis, while no significant differences were found between the major groups

(pvideo = 0.240, pwatching = 0.078), a significant difference (p = 0.0094) did occur between

the combination groups.  Post-hoc Scheffe and Tukey tests were then done to find which
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group or groups were significantly different.  The results of the Tukey test indicate that

the Passive Educational group had significantly lower attitude scores than the Passive

Repurposed or Active Educational groups.  Because of this difference, later analyses

incorporated the initial ATSS as a covariate when investigating differences in exit and

follow-up surveys.

At the end of their treatment periods, students were posttested and they received

an exit ATSS.  After a wait period of three weeks, students were retention tested and

received a follow-up ATSS.  The results from the scores for each test and ATSS were

analyzed.  The findings of the comparison of pretest, posttest and retention test scores of

the educational and repurposed video groups indicate that a statistically significant (p <

0.05) increase in scores took place over time.  Mean achievement test scores were found

to significantly improved during the course of the study.  The descriptive statistics for all

of the test and survey scores are found in Appendix I.

Research Question One

Effect of video presentation on achievement test scores

Is there a statistically significant increase in test scores for students receiving

instruction using repurposed entertainment video compared to those who were instructed

with educational video?

Using the SAS program, the mean raw scores for the pretests, posttests and

retention tests for the two video presentation methods were computed.  The least squares

mean scores were then compared using a Repeated Measures ANOVA test (" = 0.05)

with the SAT reading and pretest scores as covariates.  The test was done to find if any

significant difference in mean achievement scores had taken place between the pretest,
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posttest and retention test for the repurposed entertainment video and educational video

groups. The Least Squares Means (LSMeans) results of the Repeated Measures ANOVA

test are displayed in Table 3 and are plotted in Figure 4.

Table 3

 Least Square Means of Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test for Educational & Repurposed

Video Groups

Pretest Posttest Retention Test
Educational 10.017 10.094 10.098
Repurposed 10.017 10.551 10.734

9.6

9.8

10

10.2

10.4

10.6

10.8

Pretest Posttest Retention Test

Educational

Repurposed

Figure 4. Graph of LSMean Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test Scores for Educational

and Repurposed Video Groups.

Analyses comparing the multiple-choice and free-response pretests, posttests, and

retention test scores of the repurposed content-rich entertainment video and educational
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video groups were then done. A significant difference (p = 0.0278) was found between

the repurposed content-rich entertainment video group compared to the educational

group, with the repurposed group having the higher mean scores.

Research Question Two

Effect of pedagogy on achievement test scores

Is there a statistically significant increase in test scores for students receiving

instruction with active watching of videos compared to those who were instructed as

passive watchers?

After determining that a significant change had occurred between the participants'

test scores over time, a comparison was done between the active and passive watching

groups.  Scores were obtained from multiple-choice and free-response pretests, posttests,

and retention tests.  As in research question one, the SAT reading score and achievement

pretest scores were factored into the analyses as covariates to control for pre-existing

differences between groups.  The LSMean results of this Repeated Measures ANOVA

are displayed in Table 4 and are plotted in Figure 5.

Table 4.

 Least Square Means of Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test for Active & Passive

Watching Groups

Pretest Posttest Retention Test
Active 10.017 10.265 10.372
Passive 10.017 10.380 10.460
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Figure 5. Graph of LSMean Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test Scores for Active and

Passive Watching Groups.

No significant differences (p = 0.8846) between the mean achievement scores of

the active and passive watching groups were found over time.  This result indicates, as

shown in Figure 5, that while significant learning occurred over time, no significant

effects were discovered among the groups.  These results indicate that in the follow-up

comparisons, no group’s treatment, active or passive watching, could be considered

statistically better than the other.
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Research Question Three

Effect of video presentation on attitude toward science survey scores

Is there a statistically significant increase in attitude toward science for students receiving

instruction with repurposed entertainment compared to those who were instructed with

educational video?

Using the SAS program, the mean raw scores and standard deviations of the

ATSS for the two video presentation methods were computed.  The LSMeans were then

compared using a Repeated Measures ANOVA test (" = 0.05), using the initial survey as

the covariate to control for differences that existed at the start of the study.  The test was

done to see if any significant change in attitude had taken place between the initial ATSS

and subsequent surveys.  The data were then analyzed to determine if one video method

was significant compared to the other in improving attitude.  The LSMeans results of the

Repeated Measures ANOVA test for the initial, exit, and follow-up ATSS are in Table 5,

with the LSMeans plotted in Figure 6.

Table 5

Least Square Means of Initial, Exit & Follow-up ATSS for Educational & Repurposed

Video Groups

Initial Posterior Follow-up
Educational 3.114 3.058 3.068
Repurposed 3.114 3.213 3.220
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Figure 6. Graph of LSMean Initial, Exit, & Follow-up ATSS Scores for Educational and

Repurposed Video Groups.

There was no significant difference (p = 0.4241) found from the comparison of

the ATSS scores across time.  A comparison of the educational and repurposed groups

shows that the groups were not significantly different (p = 0.608) from each other among

the three time intervals either.  While a change occurred in the groups with respect to the

initial and exit survey, the analysis on the change between follow-up surveys compared to

the exit surveys appear similar.
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Research Hypothesis Four

Effect of pedagogy on attitude toward science survey scores

Is there a statistically significant increase in attitude toward science for students

receiving instruction with active watching of videos compared to those who were

instructed as passive watchers?

Using the SAS program, the mean raw scores and standard deviations for the two

pedagogic presentation formats were computed.  The LSMeans were then compared

using a Repeated Measures ANOVA test (" = 0.05), again using the initial survey as the

covariate to control for differences that existed at the start of the study.  The test was

done to see if any significant change in attitude had taken place according to the surveys

as a result of how the students watched the video, either actively or passively.  Then the

data were analyzed to determine if one pedagogic method was significant compared to

the other in improving science attitude survey scores.  The LSMeans results of the

Repeated Measures ANOVA test for the initial, exit, and follow-up ATSS are in Table 6,

with the LSMeans plotted in Figure 7.

Table 6

 Least Square Means of Initial, Exit & Follow-up ATSS for Active & Passive Watching

Groups

Initial Exit Follow-up
Active 3.114 3.214 3.155
Passive 3.114 3.057 3.133
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Figure 7. Graph of LSMean Initial, Exit, & Follow-up ATSS Scores for Active and

Passive Watching Groups.

No statistically significant (p = 0.0398) differences in the comparison of ATSS

scores were found to indicate that a change in attitude toward science took place between

the active and passive groups through time.  The attitude scores of the active and passive

groups diverged from the initial to exit assessments, with the active group improving and

the passive group decreasing.  However in the follow-up assessment the mean scores of

the two groups converged to a point where they did not differ significantly from each

other.
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Combined Effects

Achievement Tests Scores

The testing results were also checked for combined effects for any particular

combination of groups: active educational video, passive educational video, active

repurposed entertainment video, or passive repurposed entertainment video.  A Repeated

Measures ANOVA analysis was done between the four groups, comparing LSMean test

scores, using the SAT reading and pretests as covariates.  The LSMean results of this

analysis are displayed in Table 7 and plotted in Figure 8.  The analysis indicated that

significant differences (p = 0.0197) occurred between the four treatment groups.

Additional comparisons were then made to discover which groups were significantly

different from the others.  Since each of the combined groups was compared to the other

three combined groups, an alpha level of 0.0166 (0.05÷3) was used in significance

testing.  The only significant difference (p = 0.003) detected was between the passive

repurposed and passive educational groups' LSMeans retention test scores.  The passive

repurposed group performed at a significantly higher level compared to the passive

educational group.
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Table 7

 Least Square Means of Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test for Combined Groups

Pretest Posttest Retention Test
Active Repurposed 10.017 10.399 10.347
Passive Repurposed 10.017 10.703 11.122
Active Educational 10.017 10.131 10.397
Passive Educational 10.017 10.056 9.799
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Figure 8. Graph of LSMean Pretest, Posttest, & Retention Test Scores for Combined

Groups.
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Attitude Toward Science Survey Scores

The ATSS results were also checked for the effects for any particular combined

group: active educational video, passive educational video, active repurposed

entertainment video, or passive repurposed entertainment video.  Again, a Repeated

Measures ANOVA analysis was done between the four groups, between the ATSS

scores, using the initial survey as the covariate.  The LSMeans results of this analysis are

displayed in Table 8 and plotted in Figure 9.  No significant differences (p = 0.0605)

were found among the ATSS scores and the four combined treatment groups.

Table 8

 Least Square Means of Initial, Exit & Follow-up ATSS for Combined Groups

Initial Exit Follow-up
Active Repurposed 3.114 3.207 3.165
Passive Repurposed 3.114 3.218 3.275
Active Educational 3.114 3.220 3.145
Passive Educational 3.114 3.295 2.991
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Figure 9. Graph of LSMean Initial, Exit, & Follow-up ATSS Scores for Combined

Groups.

Teacher/Researcher Effect

The teachers participating in this study each had a minimum of 10 years teaching

experience, and each had middle school science certifications.  Two male and two female

teachers were employed in the study.  To determine whether a teacher effect was present,

an ANOVA comparison was done between the posttest scores and the retention test

scores for the groups instructed by each presenter.  The results of the analysis are located

in Table 9 and Table 10.  According to the analysis, no significant difference was found

(p = 0.1178) between posttest scores according to instructor, nor was there any significant

difference (p = 0.1834) between the retention test scores.  This ANOVA test

demonstrates that the instruction by each presenter was not significantly different for the

treatment groups, either for the posttest or retention test scores, beyond the .05

significance level.
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Table 9

 ANOVA test on Posttests for Instructor Effect

ANOVA
Posttest comparison of instructors
SUMMARY

Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Teacher 1 105 1043 9.9333 6.8705
Teacher 2 44 473 10.75 8.5174
Teacher 3 74 784 10.595 5.806
Researcher 93 927 9.9677 4.9881

ANOVA
Source of
Variation

SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between
Groups

37.27 3 12.423 1.974 0.1178 2.6335

Within
Groups

1963.5 312 6.2933

Total 2000.8 315

Table 10

 ANOVA test on Retention Tests for Instructor Effect

ANOVA: Single Factor
Retention Test comparison of instructors
SUMMARY

Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Teacher1 81 846 10.44444 6.8
Teacher2 43 472 10.97674 9.070875
Teacher3 103 1050 10.19417 5.550162
Researcher 88 879 9.988636 5.620559

ANOVA
Source of
Variation

SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between
Groups

31.04827 3 10.34942 1.625524 0.183389 2.633641

Within
Groups

1980.082 311 6.366823

Total 2011.13 314
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Teacher statements:

Information was gathered from the participating teachers in the form of follow-up

interviews and discussions.  The teachers all felt that the repurposed video was effective

in delivering the science content, and most of the teachers preferred the repurposed

content-rich entertainment video to the traditional educational video.  One teacher made

note that the repurposed entertainment video provided students with examples of

"problem solving in action," and that the repurposed entertainment video captured the

students' attention and held it much more than the traditional educational video, in either

the active or passive groups.  Another opinion was that the repurposed content-rich

entertainment video could be very "effective, especially if used repeatedly throughout the

year" in the active watching format.

Teachers did note some drawbacks about the videos.  One possible concern was

about students "zoning out" while watching either the entertainment or educational

videos, but the teacher also noted that the active watching students seemed to

demonstrate much less of that behavior.  Another teacher stated that she felt it would take

a great deal of time to adapt and create materials to properly repurpose entertainment

videos for educational purposes.  Overall, teachers felt that students needed to be

properly prepared to watch and learn from videos, especially for repurposed content-rich

entertainment videos, so students would understand that it was not just a time to relax and

watch, but also to learn.
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Summary

Data from middle school classes in general science were used to test the four

hypotheses of this study.  Classes were randomly assigned to experience video

presentations with either traditional educational videos or repurposed content-rich

entertainment videos, and to observe these videos in either an active or passive watching

mode.  Data were collected to measure changes in test scores and attitude scores over a

period of time.  The results of these tests and surveys were compiled and analyzed by

several statistical methods.

The analysis began with the main effects of pedagogic style (active and passive

watching) and video type (educational and repurposed entertainment video) on mean test

scores.  It was found that all treatment groups showed significant increases in

achievement over time.  While all groups had improved, the repurposed video group

performed at a significantly higher level on the achievement tests than the educational

video group.  No significant difference was found for pedagogic style and mean

achievement scores.  When considering the combined groups' (active repurposed, passive

repurposed, active educational, and passive educational) performance, the passive

repurposed group scored significantly higher on retention tests than the passive

educational group.

Next, looking at the major treatment effects on attitudes, it was found that there

did not seem to be any significant change in attitude for time, video type, or combined

group interactions.  The effect for pedagogic style (active and passive) on attitude did

show significant differences occurring over time, with the passive watching group

producing a different pattern of change compared to the active watching group's attitude
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scores.  The pattern indicated that active groups' attitude scores improved immediately

after treatment, while passive group scores decreased.  In the follow-up analysis of the

ATSS scores had turned around as the two groups scores had converged, with the active

group decreasing and the passive group increasing.

See Table 11 for results of Null Hypothesis outcomes.
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Table 11

 Null Hypotheses Results

Null Hypothesis Variable Analysis Result

1. There are no significant differences
among the treatment groups
between mean SAT Reading
scores

SAT
Reading Scores

ANOVA Fail to reject

2. There are no significant differences
among the treatment groups
between mean SAT Vocabulary
scores

SAT
Vocabulary

Scores
ANOVA Fail to reject

3. There are no significant differences
among groups between mean
pretests scores

Pretest Scores ANOVA Fail to reject

4. There are no significant differences
among treatment groups between
mean initial ATSS scores

Survey Scores ANOVA Reject

5. There are no significant differences
among students receiving
instruction with repurposed
entertainment and those watching
educational video between mean
test scores.

Pre-,  Post-, &
Retention Test

Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

Reject

6. There are no significant differences
among students receiving
instruction with active and passive
video watching between mean test
scores.

Pre-,  Post-, &
Retention Test

Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

ANCOVA

Fail to Reject

7. There are no significant differences
among students receiving
instruction with repurposed
entertainment and those watching
educational video between mean
ATSS scores.

Survey Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

ANCOVA

Fail to Reject

8. There are no significant differences
among students receiving
instruction with active and passive
video watching between mean
ATSS scores.

Survey Scores

Repeated
measures
ANOVA

ANCOVA

Reject
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of using different media types

and pedagogical presentation styles on students’ science comprehension.  This effect was

measured by achievement tests of science knowledge and surveys of attitude toward

science.  Students received instruction with either repurposed content-rich entertainment

video or standard educational.  If repurposed content-rich entertainment video proved to

be as effective as traditional educational video, a classroom teacher could increase the

types of materials available to his or her students.  Further, the study explored whether

any relationships existed between the pedagogical presentation styles (active or passive

watching) and the video type.  If relationships did exist between presentation styles and

video types, classroom teachers could use this knowledge to better match video

presentations with effective pedagogic styles.

Summary of Research Questions and Findings

This preliminary study investigated the following research question: Does active

instruction using repurposed content-rich entertainment video in science classes

contribute to a significant increase in performance, retention and attitude, as compared to

passive presentation and instruction using traditional educational videos?

Student comprehension of science was measured using pretest, posttest, and

retention test scores from an instrument which was based on the TIMSS 8th grade science
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questions and additional teacher-contributed content questions.  A quasi-experimental

design was conducted to compare the various treatment groups' science comprehension

scores.  Student attitudes toward science were also measured using repeated surveying.

Students were informed that the purpose of the experiment was to determine the effects

of various video presentation formats on science comprehension.

Analysis found that all student groups scored significantly higher in posttest and

retention test scores compared to the pretest scores, indicating that a change had

occurred.  The hypotheses and findings include:

Hypothesis 1: Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video will

achieve at a higher level in posttests and retention tests than those who were

instructed with educational video.

Findings: A significant difference was found when comparing how test results changed,

with the repurposed group performing better than the educational group.

Hypothesis 2: Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will achieve

at a higher level in posttests and retention tests than those who were instructed as

passive watchers.

Findings: No significant differences were found in comparing how students’ test results

changed for each pedagogic presentation group, either active or passive.

Hypothesis 3: Students receiving instruction using repurposed entertainment video will

have a better attitude toward science as measured by the ATSS than those who

were instructed with educational video.
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Findings: The students instructed by way of repurposed education video experienced no

significant differences in attitude compared to students instructed with

educational video, as evidenced by ATSS scores.

Hypothesis 4: Students receiving instruction with active watching of videos will have a

better attitude toward science than those who were instructed as passive watchers.

Findings: Students instructed with active watching changed significantly differently from

those with passive watching, with the active watching attitude scores being

higher.  The difference between the scores was greatest just after treatment, then

the scores became more similar on follow-up surveying.

The results also indicate that the mean scores for the students in each of the

combined treatment groups were significantly different, with the passive repurposed

video groups performing better than the passive educational video groups on achievement

tests.

Conclusions

The results of this study suggest the following conclusions:

1. When using either traditional educational video or repurposed content-rich

entertainment video, notable gains in achievement, as measured by test scores,

can be made.

2. A significant relationship was found indicating that the use of repurposed

content-rich video may improve performance significantly more than the use

of educational video.

3. Active and passive watching can both be effective methods for achieving

gains in comprehension test scores.
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4. Students appear to perform on achivement testing at a lower level when

combining a passive-watching format with the use of traditional educational

videos as compared to the passive watching of repurposed content-rich video.

5. Significant attitude changes were found in the use of active and passive

watching, with active watching having an immediate short term increase in

attitude.

6. The use of repurposed entertainment or educational video was not found to

have a significant effect on attitude toward science.

7. The effect of combining video types and presentation does not appear to

develop any additional significant changes in students' attitudes toward

science.

Discussion

In comparing achievement test results, all major groups demonstrated significant

gains in their achievement through time.  Repeated Measures ANOVA analysis on the

groups' changes indicated that repurposed video groups performed better than educational

video groups.  It is interesting to note that no significant difference was found between

the active and passive watching groups mean test scores.  This lack of difference could in

part be explained by the fact that during the experiment all groups took part in the same

activities, watched similar videos, and participated in similar discussion.  The groups

mainly differed in time the students received their materials and discussion, either during

the video or just after, an actual difference of only about an hour.  Another possible

reason could be the relatively short duration of the treatment was not enough to cause a

difference to be detected.  This short duration of the treatment could also in part explain
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the interesting results from the ATSS scores.  The attitudes of the students all underwent

a change after treatment.  Then students were taught by the regular teacher, who used

their methods over the next three weeks, which could account for the observed patterns of

change, such as the diverging and converging pattern between the active and passive

watching groups.

This study supports the use of repurposed content-rich entertainment video as an

alternative educational resource for science teachers.  The use of this type of repurposed

video was found to be slightly more effective than traditional educational videos in

increasing mean achievement test scores.  This method had the added bonus of a short-

term increase in attitude toward science, which could be maintained or built upon by the

continued use of these methods.  On average, entertainment videos cost less to purchase

than standard educational videos, so with the judicious use of repurposed content-rich

entertainment videos, science teachers should be able to stretch their science budget more

effectively.  With information from this study, teachers have evidence to support their use

of repurposed content-rich entertainment video in their classrooms.

This study also has implications for distance learning applications.  Generally,

distant learners have easier access to entertainment video than to educational video, from

which they can learn as effectively when using soundly designed lesson materials.

Instructional designers and teachers working under guidelines such as those detailed in

Appendix A can provide valuable assistance in the selection of appropriate content-rich

entertainment videos.

Producers of content-rich entertainment media should be encouraged to invest in

educational applications of their products, providing them an additional audience
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segment.  Producers could identify educationally useful videos, appropriate age groups

and subject areas, then develop student and teacher support materials.  Likewise,

educational video producers should be aware that educational video programs remain

effective when presented in an entertaining and captivating style.

Limitations

The present study contained several unavoidable limitations.  One of the major

provisions of this study is that the results are generalizable only to a particular school

setting, the subsequent sample of participants drawn from the accessible population, and

the videos selected for the study.  A further limitation is that the tests used here required

reading comprehension and writing abilities.  This limitation required students to display

writing skills as well as reading comprehension while completing the free response

sections of their pretest, posttest, and retention test.  Furthermore, this finding included

only the results from fourteen classes that participated.  Readers should not generalize

beyond the measured sample population; the extent to which the findings of this study

will generalize to other populations is unknown.

Additional limitations included the amount of time in which the study took place.

Perhaps, a significantly more engaging set of videos that were longer, or with differing

retention times, other than three weeks, would produce additional comprehension gains.

Recommendations for Future Study

The particular results observed from this sample population should be

investigated and expanded with additional, larger and more diverse populations.  The use

of larger samples should increase power and effect size results to strengthen the
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conclusions of the study.  Ideally a study should be done as a true experiment using the

classroom as the unit of analysis, with 45 classes in each treatment group.

Future studies should investigate the effect of various grade level observations in

a variety of school settings.  These studies might attempt to find whether the effect of

repurposed content-rich video, in an active or passive format, could provide more

effective instruction for students in urban, rural, or distance learning settings.  These

studies may also investigate the effects on students with varying exceptionalities.  For

example, the treatments used in this study may be more effective with special education

or gifted students.

Future studies should investigate the applications of other repurposed video titles,

especially videos that are longer.  They should study the effect of using a full-length

feature movie (as compared to this study's television episode).  Investigations may

determine whether an effect exists that relates to the length of time taken in showing a

video or the impact of the number of stops for discussion.  Additional studies should

investigate this treatment with a variety of media other than print providing the directed

question component of the lesson.  An example could be the application of presenting the

directed questions as subtitles within the video.

Another possible future direction for study in this arena includes computer

controlled delivery methods for individuals, enabling true experimental design.  Research

possibilities in the use of computers could include the programming of not allowing

participants to proceed without inputting correct answers.  Computer applications could

include the effect of computers responding in an interactive format by providing

immediate feedback to students as they answer directed questions about the video.
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Additional research should cover different content material, attempting to find out

if this treatment is more effective in some areas of science than others.  This study only

looked at a general science class.  For instance, could a greater difference have been

found using physics or biology context?

Also, future researchers should consider developing and testing their own

instrument.  While the instruments used in this study were adapted from recognized

sources, it could be possible to develop tests that more effectively measure the intended

outcomes.  Tests would need to be developed specifically for the presented materials.

Additional reflection would be beneficial on how the sample population reacts to

answering free response questions, in a repeated situation.  In this researcher's

experience, the middle grades student is less likely to generate free response answers on

post and retention tests.  Future researchers may also need to develop attitude survey

instruments specifically tailored to measuring science attitude, as compared to this study's

adaptation of an attitude survey developed for math attitudes.

An additional focus for future studies is the repeated effect of using repurposed

content-rich entertainment videos.  Within the study presented here, the participants

received their first exposure to repurposed entertainment video for educational purposes.

Instead of experiencing one video, repurposed videos in active and passive formats could

be experienced throughout the school year.  A reinforcement variable, such as immediate

feedback or course grade, may also affect participants of various leaning styles

differently, and could significantly alter their posttest and retention test scores.  In

conclusion, each of these suggestions would enhance the replication and extension of this
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study and provide researchers, teachers, and students with viable alternatives in the

science education setting.

Summary

This study provided an initial investigation into the effects of video type and

observation method.  The focus was whether the use of repurposed science content-rich

videos as compared to traditional educational video, when presented in an active or

passive educational setting, could improve the retention of science knowledge or the

attitude toward science in middle school children.  Three hundred, sixty-one seventh

grade general science students were randomly assigned by class to one of the four

treatment groups: 1) passive repurposed content-rich entertainment, 2) active repurposed

content-rich entertainment, 3) passive educational video, and 4) active educational video.

The quasi-experimental design of the study specified that each of the fourteen classes

received instruction from one of four teachers.  The instruction centered on the concepts

of basic chemistry, scientific method, and the nature of life.  The major instructional

format was video presentation, with the repurposed content-rich entertainment groups

watching the StarTrek The Next Generation episode Home Soil and the educational video

groups watching “traditional” type videos, NASA’s Life in the Universe Series #8:

Examination of Life and an Understanding Science video: Scientific Problem Solving.

Students completed a pretest and initial survey immediately prior to the treatment.

During the treatment, students watched video, had discussions, and answered directed

questions, with the order dependent on being in an active or passive group.  The

treatment period occupied between two and three class periods.  Immediately following
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treatment, students were posttested and received an exit survey.  A retention test and

follow-up survey were administered three weeks after treatment.

Significant gains in achievement test scores were found for both repurposed

content-rich entertainment video and traditional educational video groups.  Additionally a

significant difference was found with repurposed entertainment groups performing

significantly better than educational video groups on posttests and retention tests.

Significant gains in test scores also occurred for active watching and passive watching

groups, but the changing trends of each group were not significant compared to each

other.  The use of content-rich entertainment video compared to traditional educational

video groups produced no significant changes in the repeated surveying of participants'

attitudes toward science.

When the groups were combined, additional effects were noted.  Specifically,

significant changes occurred over time with the Passive Educational group mean test

scores lower than the Passive Repurposed group.  Pedagogic style of active or passive

watching also indicates a trend that the groups changed significantly differently through

time.

Science educators and perhaps educators in general can expand their repertoire of

effective teaching tools through the addition of both traditional educational and

repurposed content-rich entertainment videos.  Repurposed content-rich video can

provide an effective option for student learning.
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APPENDIX A SOME GUIDELINES FOR USING REPURPOSED SCIENCE RICH

VIDEO IN THE SCIENCE CLASS

The goal in repurposing a feature film in a science class is to provide an

educational event that is still entertaining.  An instructor would need to judge if the

amount of “good” or “bad” science content is appropriate.  Also the instructor needs to

provide direction for application of the film during instruction.  The outcome of using a

repurposed feature film should be to increase a student’s experience with certain concepts

of science content or to provide a common background from which students can develop.

It is important to note that the use of feature films in schools should not be for reward or

entertainment purposes (see Appendix B).

Selecting a Film

When selecting a film for repurposing, an instructor should be looking for a film

that includes high numbers of science concepts or a film that has a focus on science

content.  When picking an appropriate video, one should be looking for a video that

contains relevant science for the desired topic.  If the instructor is not a film fan of high

science content or science fiction films, then he/she should find a film aficionado who

can help (there are lots) in locating films that are relevant to the topic.  When a list of

films has been developed, the instructor should review the films and determine which

film is most appropriate.  The film selected should be understandable for the target

audience, also the material in the film should be relevant and applicable to the viewers.
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)

Challenges of Repurposing Films for Instruction

Teachers who wish to develop repurposed films for instruction should understand

that it is a time intensive project.  Teachers must consider the time necessary to find

films, preview them for appropriateness, watch them again for lesson development, and

then allot time for materials development, all before using the film with a class.  Some

experts estimate that you could be looking at a minimum of fifteen hours of development

time per each hour of instruction (Smith & Ragan, 1993).  In the repurposing project

done by the Clemons Library, developers took over 500 hours to create a stand alone

educational product.  In addition to the time, teachers would need to adapt their

classroom role from being the sole information provider to one which is more guiding.

Since discussion is a large part of the active set, teachers would also have to become

comfortable in directing and controlling class discussions.

Preparing for a Repurposed Film

Before showing any film to a class, an instructor should preview the film and

review the design of the instruction to make sure that the science content is appropriate

and that the method of presentation is appropriate for the viewing audience.  When

showing the repurposed film, the instructor should ensure that the experience becomes an

active experience through labs, discussion, or some other form of interaction.  When an

instructor shows a film in class he/she should allot some time for discussion or for

pointing out relevant points during the film.  An instructor should also keep in mind that
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)

most films are longer than a class period; even a short film or television episode would

most likely take up at least a whole standard class period to show.  Instructors may want

to show films at special times to allow students to view the film in its entirety, or they

may wish to show certain portions of a film each class and have discussion or some other

activity with the film for each day.

Presenting the Repurposed Film

When using a repurposed film in an active setting, it is important to remember

that the film is only one aspect of the presentation.  Before watching a film, students

could work on material such as vocabulary that is associated or introduced in the film.

This vocabulary activity would assist the students in focusing their attention on some of

the concepts that they will learn.  Then while watching the film, the students could

answer concept relevant questions or, at relevant times, the film could be stopped and a

discussion concerning the science content or context could occur.  This action would

review the concepts while eliciting student performance in a stimulating situation.

Sometime while the film has been stopped or after the film has been shown, there should

be some form of hands on activity.  The hands-on activity creates a physical link with the

concepts from the repurposed film and enhances the retention and transfer of the science

concepts.
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APPENDIX B COPYRIGHT CONSIDERATIONS

Since the concepts of repurposing usually involve the use of other’s original

works, legal aspects should be considered.  The U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (1976),

that contains the Copyright Act, protects original works of authorship including motion

pictures and other audiovisual works.  According to Section 101 of Title 17 of the

Copyright Act, audiovisual works, including motion pictures, are any works that consist

of a series of related images, which are intended to be shown by some form of device

with accompanying sounds.  This same section also provides definitions of public display

and performance, which in general means to show to any number of persons beyond

family and friends.  Initially then it would seem that using repurposed entertainment

video, no matter how content-rich, would be a violation of the copyright code, but with

teaching this may not be the case.

Section 107 of the US Code explains the limitation on exclusive rights, known as

fair use.  The fair use section allows that the use of copyrighted material for classroom

purposes is not an infringement of copyright.  While the code does not provide an actual

definition of fair use, it does provide criteria for determining if the use is fair.

Section 110, subsection (1) is the most important concerning the use of

repurposed “home use only” videotapes of motion pictures.  Here, subsection 1 explains

that “fact-to-face teaching” activities in a nonprofit educational situation, such as a

classroom, are not an infringement of copyright.  This means that teachers can use
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repurposed entertainment video, if the video is used in the course of teaching and that the

display is directly related to the teaching content.  Here then the code does allow such

audiovisual works to be used by a teacher in the course of their face to face teaching as

long as that material supplements the teaching of a unit.  It should be understood though,

that to use copyrighted video media to reward student behavior or for recreational

purposes, even in the school setting, is a violation of copyright.
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE TABLES

Table 12

 Population age brackets, based on last census (sample)

Characteristics of School District: Age Distribution
Population Age Brackets Number Percentage
Under 5 years 30504 5.2%
5 to 9 years 2686 4.6%
10 to 14 years 2418 4.1%
15 to 19 years 2528 4.3
20 to 24 years 3230 5.5%
25 to 34 years 8547 14.6%
35 to 44 years 6988 11.9%
45 to 54 years 5913 10.1%
55 to 64 years 8299 14.1%
65 to 74 years 10001 17.0%
75 to 84 years 4190 7.1%
85 and over 853 1.5%

Total 58,707
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Table 13

Household income brackets, based on last census (sample)

Characteristics of School District: Household Income Distribution
Household Income Brackets Number Percentage
Less than 5,000 663 2.7%
5,000 to 9,999 981 4.0%
10,000 to 14,999 1887 7.7%
15,000 to 24,999 4824 19.6%
25,000 to 34,999 4918 20.0%
35,000 to 49,999 5093 20.7%
50,000 to 74,999 3599 14.6%
75,000 to 99,999 1135 4.6%
100,000 or more 1474 6.0%

Total 24,574

Table 14

 Student Makeup in Study

Student makeup of study compared to schools, and county
Description Study School 1 School 2 County

white 65% 65% 80% 60%
black 16% 11% 3% 11%
hispanic 18% 21% 16% 27%
other 1% 3% 1% 2%
males 52% 52% 51% 51%
females 48% 48% 49% 49%
free/reduced
lunch

47.2% 28.4%
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I-15. Maria collected the gas given off by a glowing piece of charcoal. The gas was then
bubbled through a small amount of colorless limewater. Part of Maria’s report
stated, “After the gas was put into the jar, the limewater gradually changed to a
milky white color.” This statement is
A. an observation
B. a conclusion
C. a generalization
D. an assumption of the investigation
E. a hypothesis

J-4. Which is an example of a chemical reaction?
A. The melting of ice
B. The grinding of salt crystals to powder
C. The burning of wood
D. The evaporation of water from a puddle

K-10
K-10. Air is colorless, odorless, and tasteless. Describe one way that air can be shown to

exist.

N-6. Which is the most basic unit o f living things?
A. Cells
B. Bones
C. Tissues
D. Organs

O-11. Which is a chemical change?
A. Element 1 is hammered into a thin sheet.
B. Element 2 is heated and turns into a liquid.
C. Element 3 turns a greenish color as it sits in air.
D. Element 4 is ground up into a fine, slippery powder.

P-2. A flashlight close to a wall produces a small circle of light compared to the circle it
makes when the flashlight is far from the wall. Does more light reach the wall
when the flashlight is further away?
___ Yes
___ No (Check one)
Explain your answer.
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P3. Jane and Mario were discussing what it might be like to live on other planets.  Their
science teacher gave them data about the Earth and an imaginary planet, Athena.
The table shows these data.

Earth Athena
Atmospheric Conditions 21% oxygen 10% oxygen

0.03% carbon dioxide 80% carbon
dioxide

78% nitrogen 5% nitrogen
ozone layer no ozone layer

Distance from a Star 148,640,000 km 103,600,000 km
Like the Sun
Rotation on Axis 1 day 200 days
Revolution Around Sun 365 1 /4 days 200 days

Write down one important reason why it would be difficult for humans to live on
Athena if it existed.

P7. Whenever scientists carefully measure any quantity many times, they expect that
A. all of the measurements will be exactly the same
B. only two of the measurements will be exactly the same
C. all but one of the measurements will be exactly the same
D. most of the measurements will be close but not exactly the same

R3. What could be the unwanted consequences of introducing a new species to a certain
area? Give an example.

TC1. What element is known as the basis for all organic life?
A) hydrogen b) oxygen c) carbon d) water

TC2. What is the most common compound in the human body?
A) carbon dioxide b) carbon monoxide c) sodium chloride d) water

TC3. Which is a basic function of a living thing?
A) reproduce b) communicate c) compete d) mutate

TC4. Some living things depend upon light as a primary energy source.
a) true b) false

TC5. In a chemical reaction which of the following could be produced?
A) electricity b) light c) heat d) all of the previous

TC6. The basis of the scientific method involves _______________
a) application b) observation c) programming d) instrumentation
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Circle the number that you feel is most appropriate to you:

Science is enjoyable and interesting to me.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I think I could handle more difficult science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I look forward to science class.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

Science can be fun, like playing a game or solving a mystery.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I’m not very good at science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I would like to learn more about science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I am sure I can be good at science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I often ask myself why we have to learn science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

I’m not interested in learning more science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

A video program concerning science could help me get more interested in science.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)

A video program concerning science would not be much fun to watch.
1 (a little) 2 3 (some) 4 5 (a lot)
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Test Questions Reproduced from TIMSS Population 2 Item Pool.
Copyright © 1994 by IEA, The Hague

Percent of Students Responding Correctly. The percent of students responding correctly
to the item reflects the international average across the countries participating in TIMSS
at each grade tested. That is, first the percentage of students responding correctly to the
item was calculated for each country. Next, an average was calculated across countries.
For the upper grade (eighth grade in many countries), this average was calculated across
41 countries (see Table below). For the lower grade (seventh grade in many countries),
the average is based on 39 countries. For items using a partial credit scoring scheme, the
percentages given are for students responding with fully correct answers.
International Difficulty Index. This statistic reflects the difficulty of the item as estimated
from item response theory scaling (IRT). Since the TIMSS scale was developed based on
the performance of students at both grades in all countries, the international scale values
apply to both grades and to all countries. The higher the index, the more difficult the
item.

International Average Percent
of Students Responding
Correctly

Item Item
Key

Content
Category

Performance
Expectation

Upper Grade Lower
Grade

I-15 A Environmental
Issues and the
Nature of
Science

Using Tools,
Routine Procedures,
and Science
Processes

50% 43%

J-4 C Chemistry Understanding
Simple Information

47% 35%

K-10 Rubric Physics Investigating the
Natural World

34% 34%

N-6 A Life Science  Understanding
Simple Information

67% 59%

O-11 C Chemistry Understanding
Complex
Information

38% 32%

P-2 Rubric Physics Theorizing,
Analyzing and
Solving Problems

23% 18%
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P-3 Rubric Earth
Science

Theorizing,
Analyzing and
Solving
Problems

79% 75%

P-7 D Environment
al Issues and
the Nature of
Science

Understanding
Simple
Information

53% 49%

R-3 Rubric Life Science Understanding
Complex
Information

13% 9%

TC-1 C Life Science
Chemistry

Understanding
Simple
Information

TC-2 D Life Science
Chemistry

Understanding
Simple
Information

TC-3 A Life Science Understanding
Simple
Information

TC-4 A Life Science Understanding
Simple
Information

TC-5 D Chemistry Understanding
Simple
Information

TC-6 B Nature of
Science

Understanding
Simple
Information

Key. For multiple-choice items, the key for the correct answer is provided. For
free-response questions, the following tables show correct and incorrect answers.  For
this study free response questions were graded as either correct or incorrect.
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K-10 
Correct Response
Mentions that you can feel or see effects of air movement. Examples: Wind, flags
blowing, waving arms, spreading smell.
Mentions that (light) things fall slowly. Example: Air resistance makes things fall
slowly.
Refers to the fact that air can be weighed.
Mentions that balloons or tires, etc. can be filled with air.
Refers to air pressure. Example: Barometers show that air exists.
Refers to being able to 'see' air. Example: You can see air bubbles in water.
Other correct.
Incorrect Response
We can breathe air. Refers only to the need of oxygen or air for life and other
processes. Examples: All living things need air/oxygen Candles extinguish without air.
We would die if there was no air.
Refers to seeing water vapor. Example: You can see water “vapor” when breathing
out [on cold days or on a mirror or glass].
Merely repeats information in the stem.
Other incorrect.
Crossed out/erased, illegible, or impossible to interpret.
BLANK

P-2
Correct Response
No. Explains that the same amount reaches the wall.
No. Explains that the same amount of light reaches the wall but more spread out.
No. Less light reaches the wall because of light absorption by the air.
Other correct.
Incorrect Response
Yes. Because light covers a bigger area. Examples: Because the light covers a bigger
area. Because light can expand. Because light spreads out.
Yes. No explanation.
No. There is less light at a greater distance.
No. No explanation.
Other incorrect.
Crossed out/erased, illegible, or impossible to interpret.
BLANK
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P-3 
Correct Response
States that there would be too much carbon dioxide. Example: Too hot (greenhouse
effect).
States that there would be too little oxygen to breathe.
Refers to bound rotation, that is, the periods of revolution around the planet’s own axis
and rotation around its sun are the same. Hence, one side of the planet is always facing
the sun and therefore is hot while the other side is always dark and cold. Examples:
Too hot because one side always faces the sun. Too cold on the side that is away from
the sun.
States that there is no ozone. Example: UV radiation is dangerous.
Any combination of above codes, 10-13.
Other correct.
Incorrect Response
States that it is too close to a star, without further explanation.
Other incorrect or seriously incomplete.
Crossed out/erased, illegible, or impossible to interpret.
BLANK

R-3
Correct Response
States that the natural (ecological) balance will be upset. A realistic example of a
species is given.
States that the new species may take over and gives examples. Example: It may kill
everything. If you put an alligator in a fish and duck pond, it will eat the fish and ducks
Other correct responses with examples.
Adequate explanation (as in codes 20, 21), but no concrete and realistic example is
given. Example: There will be too many.
Only the realistic example is given, but no explanation.
States the new species cannot live here.
Other partially correct.
Incorrect Response
Only an unrealistic example is given. Example: Introducing polar bears into the
Sahara.
Other incorrect.
Crossed out/erased, illegible, or impossible to interpret.
BLANK

Likert Scale Attitude questions
Additive indexes to be computed for these variables, converting negatively and positively
phrased items in a consistent direction.  Scores for the Enjoyment of Science and Appeal
of a Science Video Program indexes ranges from 1 (low enjoyment) to 5 (high); scores
for the Irrelevance variable ranged from 1 (low irrelevance or high sense of relevance of
science) to 5 (high irrelevance).
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Script during the Experiment
1. Introduce students to experiment concept and stress need to participate.

2. Take Pretest & first survey

3. State lesson topics to learn about
a) Scientific Method
b) Living and Non-living things
c) Basic chemical properties & reactions

4. Recall previous knowledge
ask students what do they know about each topic and write responses on board

5. State:
We are going to watch a film and I want you to try and lean from what is
presented, pay close attention and try to remember what you see.

Passive Groups: State
After the film there will be a worksheet that you are to answer.  During the film
there should be no discussion, questions, or talking.  Just watch the film and think
about what we are learning about.

Active Groups: State
While you are watching the film I want you to answer the questions on the
worksheet.  If you need more time for a question let me know and I’ll stop the
video to make sure that you can get the answers that you need.  During the video
there will be some times when I will stop the video so that we can discuss what is
happening.

Discussion question directions
When having students take part in the discussion questions.
First read the question to the students, and then have the students think and write a
short response before talking.  After all students have written then have an oral
discussion with the class.

Post Instruction
After the students have finished watching the videos, having discussions, and
answering the worksheets, collect the sheets and have the students take the
posttest & re-survey
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Presentation Guide with lesson objectives and student worksheets
Using Repurposed Feature Films In Science Instruction
StarTrek the Next Generation: Episode; HOME SOIL,
NASA video Live in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life
Understanding Science #1: Scientific Problem Solving

Objectives
The main objectives of the lessons should be to allow the student to become familiar with
the concepts concerning the scientific method, the nature of living things and some of the
basic concepts involving chemistry (reactions & properties)

Table 15:

Video Content and the related Benchmarks

Concept/Content from Video Home Soil Benchmarks for Science Literacy
basic chemistry 4D        The Structure of Matter

4E        Energy Transformations
5E        Flow of Matter and Energy

scientific method 1C        The Scientific Enterprise
1B        Scientific Inquiry
9D        Uncertainty
12A        Values and Attitudes
12C        Manipulation and Observation
12E        Critical-Response Skills

nature of life 5A        Diversity of Life
5C        Cells
6C        Basic Functions of Humans

Standard classroom techniques should include active classroom behaviors including:
writing & discussion of concepts.

A lecture presentation should be developed to cover the major topics: nature of scientific
inquiry, living & non-living things, and basic chemical process.

Presentation:
1. The Level I and  III Treatment Groups should receive an abbreviated

lecture/presentation covering one period with the video being watched during the
second period.  The students should just watch the video, there should be no
discussion or questions until the video is finished.  After the video the students will
complete the directed questions.
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2. The Level II and IV Treatment Groups should receive a short lecture presentation at
the start of each period, with the first period covering the topics of the nature of life
and its related chemistry, and the second period covering the scientific method and
chemical properties and change.  After the presentation the students should watch a
portion of the video, answering directed questions while watching and stopping the
video and repeating sections as needed.  Also during the watching sections the video
should be paused for discussion according to the discussion schedule.  To better
enable discussion when the video is paused ask the students to first write their answer
to the discussion topic before actual class discussion begins.

Setup (Repurposed Entertainment Video):
Connect the Panasonic videodisc player to your presentation medium, preferably a video
projector.  Turn on the player and place the videodisc into the player with the “Homesoil”
label side up.  Use the videodisc’s barcode wand to swipe the following barcodes to
control and playback the appropriate video segments.  To use the barcode wand press the
read button on the wand then swipe the wand back and forth across the barcode until the
wand beeps.  When the wand beeps point the wand at the player and press the run button.

Treatment Group III: Passive watching: whole video one class period

Treatment Group IV: Active watching: video spread over 2 or 3 classes

Presentation/Discussion Schedule

1. Play and then pause the video at 0:08.40 and discuss the necessities of living things.

2. Play and then pause the video at 0:20.15 and discuss living, non-living, dead, organic
and inorganic, note the effect of carbon for organic life

3. Play and then pause the video at 0:20.27 and discuss the scientific method

4. Play and then pause the video at 0:33.19 and discuss chemical properties and changes

5. Play the video to the end and discuss a wrap up relationship between the main topics
and the material presented in the video

Star Trek the Next Generation®: HOME SOIL  Episode 17
Questions to be answered during the video:
1. What is the base on Velara 3 doing to the planet?
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2. Terraforming changes a lifeless planet into one that can

___________________________

3. What compound is involved in phase 3?

4. After there is water on the planet, what is introduced next?

Pause the video at 0:08.30 and discuss the necessities of living things.

5. The water table is sandwiched between layers of sand and rock thereby maintaining a

constant ________________________.

6. What does Geordi see down the drill tunnel?

7. What reason does Geordi give for saying it is not alive?

8. These are the basic requirements for ____________.

assimilate respirate reproduce grow

develop move secrete excrete

Pause the video at 0:20.15 and discuss living, non-living, dead, organic and inorganic,
note the effect of carbon for organic life

9. List  the steps of the scientific method.

Pause the video at 0:20.27 and discuss the scientific method

10. The computer says the sample is not organic because it lacks what element?

11. What happens to the "humming" as the people step back?

APPENDIX F (CONTINUED)

12. What behavior is the sample exhibiting that makes the computer think it is life?

13. How do the people know the sample is about to change?

14. Why does Data say that the sample is alive?

15. How does the Captain know that it is an intelligent life form?
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16. How did the terraformers first become aware of the local lifeform?

17-20 Match:

17. Silicon and Germanium are ____ materials a. conductor

18. Gallium and Arsenide  emit ____ when charged. b. transistor

19. Cadmium Siliconide Sulfide emit ___ when lit. c. light

20. Water and Sodium salts act as _____. d. charge

21. How does the lifeform call/describe people?

22. With single cell lifeforms, reproduction is preceded by a _______.
23. Why is the saline layer on the planet important to the Microbrains?

24. How does the Captain try to stop the Mircobrain.

At the end of the video discuss a wrap up relationship between the main topics and the
material presented in the video
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Setup (Educational Developed Video):
Connect the videotape player to your presentation medium, preferably a video projector.
Turn on the player and place the video into the player starting with the Understanding
Science video: Scientific Problem Solving and then showing the NASA video Life in the
Universe Series #8: Examination of Life.  Play the video while controlling play and pause
as necessary for the presented video.  For the active video group be sure to stop the video
as the specified locations and have the directed discussion.

Treatment Group I: Passive watching: whole videos one class period

Treatment Group II: Active watching: video spread over 2 or 3 classes

Presentation/Discussion Schedule

1.. Play and then pause the video Scientific Problem Solving at 0:10 and discuss the
scientific method

2. Play and then pause the video Scientific Problem Solving at 0:15 and discuss chemical
properties and changes

3. Play and then pause the video Examination of Life at 0:05 and discuss the necessities
of living things.

4. Play and then pause the video at 0:10 Examination of Life and discuss living, non-
living, dead, organic and inorganic, note the effect of carbon for organic life

5. Play the videos to the end and discuss a wrap up relationship between the main topics
and the material presented in the video

Understanding Science video: Scientific Problem Solving and then showing the NASA
video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life
Questions to be answered during the video:

1. What is the study of microscopic organisms?
Microbiology

Pause the video and discuss the scientific method

2. What is the first step of the “Scientific Method”?
Define the problem
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3. In the second step of the scientific method what should be done to the problem?
Research it

4. What should be formed during the third step of the scientific method?
Hypothesis

5. What do you do to test the hypothesis.  You perform a(n) _______________.
experiment

6. List three good safety practices that should be used in a laboratory situation.
Answers will vary

7. What do we call the factor being tested or changed?
Variable

8. While an experiment is being conducted what should you do with your observations?
Record or log them

9. What is the last step of the scientific method?
State or draw conclusions

Pause the video and discuss chemical properties and changes

10. If a hypothesis is repeatedly tested and found true it is called a _______________, if
in turn that is tested over a long period of time and found to be consistently true it
is then called a _______________.
Theory, Law

NASA video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life
Questions to be answered during the video:

1. Many scientists believe that there are ______________ number of habitable planets
in the universe.
Large number

2. What is the base source for energy for life as we know it?
Sun

3. Why would Mercury probably never poses life?
Too close to the sun

4. What is the name of the third planet from the sun?
Earth
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5. The Earth’s atmosphere protects life by shielding it from ___________ __________.
Harmful rays

6. Life as we know it consists of ______________ or ____________ components.
Cells, organic

7. What are three basic properties common to all known life?
Movement, growth, ingestion

Pause the video at 0:20.15 and discuss living, non-living, dead, organic and inorganic,
note the effect of carbon for organic life

8. A hydra has specialized __________ __________ on its tentacles.
Stinging cells

9. Life adapts to _______________ in varieties of habitats and forms.
Survive

10. What compound is known to be a basic need of all living things?
Water

11. Roundworms, rotifers, and bacteria have been known to survive extended periods of
time without ________________ and/or _______________.
Water, oxygen

Pause the video at 0:08.30 and discuss the necessities of living things.

12. _______________ is the only known place where life has developed and exists.
Earth

13. The main three components of today’s atmosphere are:
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Water

14. The current high percentage of oxygen in the atmosphere came from
__________________.
Photosynthesis, living things.

At the end of the video discuss a wrap up relationship between the main topics and the
material presented in the video
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Star Trek the Next Generation®: HOME SOIL  Episode 17
Questions to be answered during the video:
1. What is the base on Velara 3 doing to the planet?

2. Terraforming changes a lifeless planet into one that can

_______________________________

3. What compound is involved in phase 3?

4. After there is water on the planet, what is introduced next?

5. The water table is sandwiched between layers of sand and rock thereby maintaining a

constant ________________________.

6. What does Geordi see down the drill tunnel?

7. What reason does Geordi give for saying it is not alive?

8. These are the basic requirements for ____________.
assimilate respirate reproduce grow
develop move secrete excrete

9. List  the steps of the scientific method.

10. The computer says the sample is not organic because it lacks what element?

11. What happens to the "humming" as the people step back?

12. What behavior is the sample exhibiting that makes the computer think it is life?

13. How do the people know the sample is about to change?

14. Why does Data say that the sample is alive?
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15. How does the Captain know that it is an intelligent life form?

16. How did the terraformers first become aware of the local lifeform?

17-20 Match:
17. Silicon and Germanium are ____ materials a. conductor

18. Gallium and Arsenide  emit ____ when charged. b. transistor

19. Cadmium Siliconide Sulfide emit ___ when lit. c. light

20. Water and Sodium salts act as _____. d. charge

21. How does the lifeform call/describe people?

22. With single cell lifeforms, reproduction is preceded by a _______.

23. Why is the saline layer on the planet important to the Microbrains?

24. How does the Captain try to stop the Mircobrain.

Discussion Questions
1. 1 What are the necessities of living things?

2. What is the difference between: living, non-living, dead, organic and inorganic

3. What do you feel are the appropriate steps of the scientific method?

4. What is a chemical properties?

5. What can occur during a chemical reaction in terms of energy?
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Understanding Science video: Scientific Problem Solving and then showing the NASA
video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life
Questions to be answered during the video:

1. What is the study of microscopic organisms?

2. What is the first step of the “Scientific Method”?

3. In the second step of the scientific method what should be done to the problem?

4. What should be formed during the third step of the scientific method?

5. What do you do to test the hypothesis.  You perform a(n) _______________.

6. List three good safety practices that should be used in a laboratory situation.

7. What do we call the factor being tested or changed?

8. While an experiment is being conducted what should you do with your observations?

9. What is the last step of the scientific method?

10. If a hypothesis is repeatedly tested and found true it is called a _______________, if
in turn that is tested over a long period of time and found to be consistently true it is
then called a _______________.

Discussion Questions

1. What do you feel are the appropriate steps of the scientific method?

2. What is a chemical properties?

3. What can occur during a chemical reaction in terms of energy?
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NASA video Life in the Universe Series #8: Examination of Life
Questions to be answered during the video:

1. Many scientists believe that there are ______________ number of habitable planets
in the universe.

2. What is the base source for energy for life as we know it?

3. Why would Mercury probably never poses life?

4. What is the name of the third planet from the sun?

5. The Earth’s atmosphere protects life by shielding it from ___________ __________.

6. Life as we know it consists of ______________ or ____________ components.

7. What are three basic properties common to all known life?

8. A hydra has specialized __________ __________ on its tentacles.

9. Life adapts to _______________ in varieties of habitats and forms.   

10. What compound is known to be a basic need of all living things?

11. Roundworms, rotifers, and bacteria have been known to survive extended periods of
time without ________________ and/or _______________.

12. _______________ is the only known place where life has developed and exists.

13. The main three components of today’s atmosphere are:

14. The current high percentage of oxygen in the atmosphere came from
__________________.

Discussion Questions
1. What are the necessities of living things?

2. What is the difference between: living, non-living, dead, organic and inorganic

3. What can occur during a chemical reaction in terms of energy?
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Table 16

 ANOVA of SAT Reading Scores

ANOVA: SAT: Reading Scores
SUMMARY

Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Classroom 1 15 9765 651 1194.143
Classroom 2 26 16931 651.1923 1816.802
Classroom 3 19 12289 646.7895 1277.398
Classroom 4 24 15570 648.75 1128.978
Classroom 5 21 13649 649.9524 1286.948
Classroom 6 26 17044 655.5385 1388.738
Classroom 7 21 13339 635.1905 1280.562
Classroom 8 23 15346 667.2174 1059.996
Classroom 9 25 16505 660.2 1146.917

Classroom 10 29 18952 653.5172 1218.616
Classroom 11 29 19104 658.7586 1366.047
Classroom 12 27 18139 671.8148 886.3105
Classroom 13 25 16190 647.6 872.1667
Classroom 14 31 20145 649.8387 933.7398

ANOVA
Source of
Variation

SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 25590.71 13 1968.516 1.640551 0.072832 1.750166
Within Groups 392371.1 327 1199.912
Total 417961.8 340
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Table 17

 ANOVA of SAT Vocabulary Scores

ANOVA:  SAT: Vocabulary
SUMMARY

Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Classroom 1 15 9893 659.5333 1907.552
Classroom 2 26 17037 655.2692 2746.045
Classroom 3 19 12359 650.4737 1076.485
Classroom 4 24 15590 649.5833 1324.428
Classroom 5 21 13682 651.5238 1449.262
Classroom 6 26 17003 653.9615 1433.878
Classroom 7 21 13415 638.8095 1377.962
Classroom 8 23 15425 670.6522 981.8735
Classroom 9 25 16654 666.16 1415.973
Classroom 10 29 18891 651.4138 1548.108
Classroom 11 29 19162 660.7586 1225.404
Classroom 12 27 18211 674.4815 740.2593
Classroom 13 25 16222 648.88 1013.193
Classroom 14 31 20356 656.6452 998.1032

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 27669.7 13 2128.439 1.56638 0.09315 1.750166
Within Groups 444336.3 327 1358.826
Total 472006 340
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Table 18

 Descriptive Statistics of Initial ATSS; Video types and Pedagogical style Groups

Pretest  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 9.889535 9.740541 9.602151 10.04094
Standard
Error

0.174821 0.177092 0.163917 0.187933

Median 10 10 10 10
Mode 10 10 9 10
Standard
Deviation

2.292756 2.408709 2.235535 2.457538

Sample
Variance

5.256732 5.80188 4.997617 6.039491

Kurtosis 0.029329 0.931648 -0.12855 1.275183
Skewness -0.46091 -0.56841 -0.24786 -0.81049
Range 11 14 11 14
Minimum 4 1 4 1
Maximum 15 15 15 15
Sum 1701 1802 1786 1717
Count 172 185 186 171
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 19

 Descriptive Statistics for Pretest Combined Groups

Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 10.3 9.607843137 9.861386139 9.595238
Standard Error 0.270992349 0.22559779 0.256414617 0.239597
Median 11 10 10 10
Mode 10 9 10 11
Standard
Deviation

2.267284656 2.278425993 2.576935013 2.195938

Sample Variance 5.14057971 5.191225005 6.640594059 4.822146
Kurtosis 0.524193686 -0.019415789 1.516986535 -0.22083
Skewness -0.737453841 -0.306534361 -0.812940554 -0.173
Range 10 11 14 10
Minimum 4 4 1 4
Maximum 14 15 15 14
Sum 721 980 996 806
Count 70 102 101 84
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 20

 Descriptive Statistics of Initial ATSS: Video types and Pedagogical style Groups

Pre-Attitude  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 3.051837 3.164607 3.190603 3.021456
Standard
Error

0.069814 0.066028 0.06459 0.07111

Median 3 3.142857 3.142857 3
Mode 3 2.714286 3 2.714286
Standard
Deviation

0.92355 0.898081 0.885617 0.932594

Sample
Variance

0.852945 0.80655 0.784317 0.869732

Kurtosis -0.80081 -0.75775 -0.80159 -0.83293
Skewness 0.128193 -0.00134 0.104246 0.045735
Range 4 3.857143 3.571429 4
Minimum 1 1.142857 1.428571 1
Maximum 5 5 5 5
Sum 534.0714 585.4524 599.8333 519.6905
Count 175 185 188 172
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 21

Descriptive Statistics of Initial ATSS: Combined Groups

Pretest Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 2.789738431 3.230769231 3.184347 3.140873
Standard
Error

0.103592983 0.090053145 0.093817 0.09232

Median 2.714285714 3.285714286 3.285714 3.142857
Mode 2.428571429 3 2.714286 2.714286
Standard
Deviation

0.872889986 0.918365484 0.942849 0.846125

Sample
Variance

0.761936928 0.843395162 0.888964 0.715928

Kurtosis -0.367212748 -0.881293759 -0.83024 -0.59829
Skewness 0.3644999 -0.040040864 -0.19646 0.304198
Range 4 3.571428571 3.714286 3.5
Minimum 1 1.428571429 1.142857 1.5
Maximum 5 5 4.857143 5
Sum 198.0714286 336 321.619 263.8333
Count 71 104 101 84
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 22:

Descriptive Statistics of Posttest: Video types and Pedagogical style Groups

Posttest  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 10.08387 10.3354 10.06667 10.37086
Standard Error 0.190243 0.209618 0.184213 0.21788
Median 10 11 10 11
Mode 10 11 11 11
Standard
Deviation

2.368502 2.659756 2.36626 2.677352

Sample Variance 5.609803 7.074301 5.599187 7.168212
Kurtosis 0.687315 -0.00884 0.405525 0.187946
Skewness -0.71318 -0.61719 -0.61155 -0.69984
Range 13 12 12 13
Minimum 2 3 3 2
Maximum 15 15 15 15
Sum 1563 1664 1661 1566
Count 155 161 165 151
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 23

Descriptive Statistics of Posttest: Combination Groups

Posttest Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 10.09524 10.07609 10.56818 10.05479
Standard Error 0.305869 0.244008 0.30272 0.282607
Median 11 10 11 11
Mode 10 10 13 11
Standard
Deviation

2.427758 2.340441 2.839765 2.414599

Sample Variance 5.894009 5.477664 8.064263 5.830289
Kurtosis 1.159128 0.444882 -0.23738 0.454618
Skewness -1.11345 -0.42481 -0.58757 -0.8389
Range 11 12 12 12
Minimum 2 3 3 3
Maximum 13 15 15 15
Sum 636 927 930 734
Count 63 92 88 73
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 24

Descriptive Statistics of Retention Test: Video types and Pedagogical style Groups

Retention Test  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 10.11842 10.48765 10.12941 10.52083
Standard Error 0.207042 0.197414 0.185176 0.2219
Median 11 11 11 11
Mode 11 11 11 12
Standard
Deviation

2.552584 2.51267 2.414396 2.662794

Sample Variance 6.515685 6.313511 5.829307 7.090472
Kurtosis 0.506209 -0.31092 0.445758 -0.14779
Skewness -0.76574 -0.51807 -0.74316 -0.59706
Range 12 11 12 12
Minimum 3 4 3 3
Maximum 15 15 15 15
Sum 1538 1699 1722 1515
Count 152 162 170 144
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 25

Descriptive Statistics of Retention Test: Combination Groups

Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 9.898305 10.25806 10.95294 9.974026
Standard Error 0.341632 0.260319 0.283982 0.262079
Median 10 11 11 10
Mode 12 11 11 11
Standard
Deviation

2.624125 2.510427 2.618187 2.299737

Sample Variance 6.886032 6.302244 6.854902 5.28879
Kurtosis 0.31616 0.734647 -0.53921 0.094939
Skewness -0.74476 -0.78812 -0.56293 -0.73379
Range 12 12 10 10
Minimum 3 3 5 4
Maximum 15 15 15 14
Sum 584 954 931 768
Count 59 93 85 77
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 26

 Descriptive Statistics of Exit ATSS: Video types and Pedagogical style Groups

Post-Survey  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 2.924145 3.243887 3.180896 2.99557
Standard Error 0.084799 0.072362 0.08044 0.07722
Median 3 3.285714 3.285714 3.071429
Mode 3 3 3.571429 3
Standard
Deviation

1.059139 0.946253 1.045718 0.970637

Sample Variance 1.121775 0.895396 1.093526 0.942137
Kurtosis 0.089711 -0.333 0.775 -0.82614
Skewness -0.39676 -0.30892 -0.65196 -0.11891
Range 5 4 5 4
Minimum 0 1 0 1
Maximum 5 5 5 5
Sum 456.1667 554.7048 537.5714 473.3
Count 156 171 169 158

Table 27

Descriptive Statistics of Exit ATSS: Combined Groups

Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 2.592166 3.14311 3.256101 3.228254
Standard Error 0.110327 0.115441 0.096697 0.109799

Median 2.571429 3.285714 3.285714 3.285714
Mode 3 4 3.142857 3.571429

Standard
Deviation

0.868715 1.119238 0.947435 0.950884

Sample Variance 0.754665 1.252694 0.897634 0.904181
Kurtosis -0.88973 0.943277 -0.53165 -0.00669

Skewness 0.111982 -0.82953 -0.37613 -0.2294
Range 3.428571 5 4 4

Minimum 1 0 1 1
Maximum 4.428571 5 5 5

Sum 160.7143 295.4524 312.5857 242.119
Count 62 94 96 75
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APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

Table 28

Descriptive Statistics of Follow-up ATSS: Media types and Pedagogical style Groups

Retention Survey  Educational  Repurposed Active Passive

Mean 3.057823 3.297476 3.232281 3.123874
Standard Error 0.084697 0.073594 0.076771 0.082389
Median 3.142857 3.285714 3.285714 3.285714
Mode 3.142857 3 3 3.428571
Standard
Deviation

1.051065 0.948193 1.006842 1.002299

Sample Variance 1.104737 0.899071 1.013731 1.004604
Kurtosis -0.46172 0.187275 -0.07441 -0.23597
Skewness -0.18403 -0.30491 -0.35025 -0.17961
Range 5 5 5 5
Minimum 0 0 0 0
Maximum 5 5 5 5
Sum 470.9048 547.381 555.9524 462.3333
Count 154 166 172 148

Table 29

Descriptive Statistics of Follow-up ATSS: Combined Groups

Passive
Educational

Active
Educational

Passive
Repurposed

Active
Repurposed

Mean 2.738486 3.267281 3.394089 3.191079
Standard Error 0.106262 0.117137 0.110246 0.095078
Median 2.857143 3.428571 3.428571 3.142857
Mode 2.857143 3.428571 3.428571 3
Standard
Deviation

0.829931 1.129626 1.028305 0.845068

Sample Variance 0.688785 1.276054 1.057411 0.71414
Kurtosis -0.6388 -0.29733 0.307878 0.106535
Skewness -0.0849 -0.48164 -0.5207 -0.07325
Range 3.571429 5 5 4
Minimum 1 0 0 1
Maximum 4.571429 5 5 5
Sum 167.0476 303.8571 295.2857 252.0952
Count 61 93 87 79
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APPENDIX J ANOVA TABLES FOR PRETEST AND INITIAL ATSS

Table 30

 ANOVA for Pretest: Educational & Repurposed Video Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

 Educational 172 1701 9.889535 5.256732
 Repurposed 185 1802 9.740541 5.80188

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 1.978662 1 1.978662 0.357205 0.550444 3.867783
Within Groups 1966.447 355 5.539288
Total 1968.426 356

Table 31

 ANOVA for Pretest: Active & Passive Watching Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

Active 186 1786 9.602151 4.997617
Passive 171 1717 10.04094 6.039491

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 17.15318 1 17.15318 3.120722 0.078162 3.867783
Within Groups 1951.273 355 5.496543
Total 1968.426 356
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APPENDIX J (CONTINUED)

Table 32

 ANOVA for Pretest: Combined Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

Passive Educational 70 721 10.3 5.14058
Active Educational 102 980 9.607843 5.191225
Passive Repurposed 101 996 9.861386 6.640594
Active Repurposed 84 806 9.595238 4.822146

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 25.11454 3 8.371515 1.520675 0.20882 2.630202
Within Groups 1943.311 353 5.505131
Total 1968.426 356

Table 33

 ANOVA for Initial ATSS: Educational & Repurposed Video Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

 Educational 175 534.0714 3.051837 0.852945
 Repurposed 185 585.4524 3.164607 0.80655

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 1.143668 1 1.143668 1.379411 0.240982 3.867569
Within Groups 296.8175 358 0.829099
Total 297.9612 359
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APPENDIX J (CONTINUED)

Table 34

 ANOVA for Initial ATSS: Active & Passive Watching Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

Active 188 599.8333 3.190603 0.784317
Passive 172 519.6905 3.021456 0.869732

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 2.569865 1 2.569865 3.114551 0.078448 3.867569
Within Groups 295.3913 358 0.825115
Total 297.9612 359

Table 35

 ANOVA for Initial ATSS: Combined Groups

SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance

Passive Educational 71 198.0714 2.789738 0.761937
Active Educational 104 336 3.230769 0.843395
Passive Repurposed 101 321.619 3.184347 0.888964
Active Repurposed 84 263.8333 3.140873 0.715928

ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 9.437475 3 3.145825 3.881531 0.009419 2.629989
Within Groups 288.5237 356 0.81046

Total 297.9612 359
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